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PRICING AND COST ESTIMATING HANDBOOK
I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
In early 1973 the Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) initiated an. 	 ^3
effort to develop. and establish an automatic data processing system to be used
primarily for the preparation of industrial engineering type manhour and
material cost .estimates. .This computer system, termed PACE , (Pricing .and	 ^
Cost Estimating) , was established and has . evolved over the past several years 	 .,,.
into a highly versatile. and highly flexible tool which significantly reduces com-
	 ' ` ^'`' "''
putation time, eliminates computationalerrors, and reduces typing and repro-
duction time for .estimators and pricers. Since this system makes all mathe-
matical and clerical functions automatic once basic inputs are derived, the time
'	 of estimators, estimate managers, secretarial personnel, and engineers
	 '.





analysis, adjustment, and publication of ground, rules, inputs, and rationale.
This system also reduces the manhours . required for manual. computations and
documentation.
Basic features. of the .PACE systerr^ are (1) ^ uniform .method. of 	 '




Tabor rate structure, (3) a uniform format for input and output data, Nand (4) 	 '#i
.uniform methods in applying overhead, General and Administrative (G& A) ,
fee, and escalation.
The PACE programs are written in the COBOL . programming language..
to execute on a UNiVAC 1108 computer under the. EXEC-8 operating system.
The minimum hardware configuration required . for :running the PACE system is
1 Central Processor, 1 Card Reader, l Uniservo Tape Drive, 1 FASTRAND or
..	 Disk. Mass. Storage Unit, and 1 Line .Printer.. 	 '
-	 This handbook has been prepared. to .facilitate use by those not. familiar 	 '
a	 with the PACE system or with.. detailed automate ;data processing techniques;
therefore, an .attempt has beenmade to be explanatory and specific in all ares ►s

















A,	 In itia l System Development
- j
The initial development of the PACE system began during the period of ^	 r	 ^'
March through June 1973 in response to a request by the Government Cost
Estimating Office of the DiSFC Procurement Office, to the Computer Services ^^
-	 Office.	 This request called for a computer program that would "provide a rapid ^	 g
computation response for pricing Government independent estimates, or
repricing proposals, involving numerous WBS blocks over a period of several
years." j
The request also specifies a capacity of as many as seven levels of WBS
with input to be furnished for. each block (WBS element) in the cost . components
of manpower, material, travel, and other direct. 	 Manpower figures were further
broken down into categories such as engineering, manufacturing, tooling, qual-
ity and reliability assurance (Q&RA) , testing, and other, with data. to be accep- ^,..,,-'`^'
ted in units of manhours, manmonths, and manyears.
	 Material,. travel, and
other direct information was to be in total dollars for each WBS element. 	 In
.addition, labor rates were to be provided. as input for each manpower category
as well as percentage rates for calculating material burden, G& A .expense, and
fee/profit.	 All manpower, fixed. cost, and rate figures were to be designated
by year ;within a range of 1 to 9 years.
^.
For each element defined at the lowest level of the V4 BS, .the' system was
designed to calculate, summarize, and print a total estimated cost report con- ,^
sting of labor, material, material burden, travel, other direct, and G& A ^
costs for all years specified by the input.
	 Summations of these values were
then. made and printed out for each successively. higher WBS element until the
highest level. was . reached.	 In addition to this, a manpower summary report 1,
which consisted of a mirror reflection of the basic input of labor and dollars
.which were. to be used in calculating costs for each WBS element was also,
requested.
The initial system was' designed for.. input via lceytape with labor and:
fixed dollar raw data for each. estimate stored on a master file which- could be L
updated with new or revised values before the estimating calculations were done,
Five programs were written for file maintenance, cost calculation, and printing;
the first live production estimate was made in late June 1973.
:; >'.
^	 ^	 2	 ^,^?RQDUCI,BILITY Ck' ^'
^^
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B. Phase I Modification
	 ^ ^	 '^
After reviewing the. results of the first production runs, it became
apparent that certain deficiencies existed in the original design, and. the PACE
system. entered an initial .shakedown phase which lasted for approximately 3
months. During this time it was discovered that the cost estimators utilized .	 r'
varying factors for converting manpower figures from manhours to manyears.
To provide for this, the PACE, programs were modified to accept a variable
conversion factor as input rather than using an assumed. value of 2080 manhours
per manyear.
a
The original design also called for labor rates to be specified in terms
of dollars per manyear. This was expanded to provide for inputs in units of
dollars. per manhour and manmonth as well. In addition, the initial production
	 ^
runs. had utilized rate tables which were entered as fresh input for each run..
The system was modified to store sever. al rate tables in the data base with
provisions for subsequent updating. These tables could then be used repetitively
rather than re-entering them for each run.
	 .^,^ ,,,,%''
,^
Another problem occurred during this. period wherein the system required
a dummy (.zero) input for nonexistent WBS elements represented by gaps or
breaks in the v^^B5 numbering scheme. A modification. was made to ignore this
condition and not require redundant inputs.
' During this modification phase, which lasted through September 1973,
production estimates were run for .the. Solid Rocl^et Motor "Strawman", Space
Shuttle Ii;xternal Tanl^, and Space Tug projects.
► ;
	
C. Phase I I Modification
	 ^ ,
Over the following 2 months, several more estimates were made with
the PACE system, including a final estimate on the .Space Tug. These jobs gave
rise to a number. of format changes to improve the_readability_of the reports,,..
During this time the fiscal year spread over which estimates could bs devel^^ped
was reduced from 9 to 8 years, and the printing of .the manpower: summary	 '.
report was temporarily discontinued since it was generally not being used. At
the end of November 1974,. the PACE: system entered a period of inactivity











D. Phase I I I Modification
The PACE system was reactivated in September 1974 again under the
sponsorship of the Cost Analysis Office of the newly organized Systems Analysis
and Integration Laboratory at MSI'C. Due to the proliferation of Source Evalua-
tion Boards being organized to support the contract award process for the. Space
Shuttle and other important projects, it was requested that the PACE system be
adapted to give pricing and cost estimating support while providing for the
sensitivity of contract . data utilized by the Source. Evaluation Boards. Accord-
ingly, a sensitive run procedure was developed wherein the Cost Analysis Office
was given complete control over the preparation of input data, the setting up of
run decks, the processing of production runs in a private machine room environ-
ment, and the reproduction and distribution of output reports. This procedure
was designed to eliminate support contractor involvement in all but the keypunch
and computer operation phases of, the production cycle. AS the practice devel-
oped, cost analysis personnel later absorbed the keypunch function as well.
To implement this procedure, .several changes were made in the design
of the PACE system. All inputs were changed from keytape to punched .cards
to improve user flexibility and control in preparing inputs and setting up pro-
duction runs. This involved the consolidation of raw data for each WBS element
into two 80-column cards. The security of contractor data. after a production
run was complete also became a matter of major concern. To overcome this,
the practice of storing raw manpower and rate data on magnetic tape was aban-
doned and all production runs were designed to be made with fresh input from
cards on a per job basis, with machine memory being cleared at the termination
of each job. In this manner the Cost Analysis Office could exercise close con-
trol over data storage and minimize opportunities for unauthorized access.. The
sensitive run. procedure became operational in November 1974.
Another useful change not related to data sensitivity was also made by
.providing an automatic internal zeroing of numeric data fields for which no
input was submitted. This prevented machine errors which unduly tied up the
computer during PACE-private processi^zg.




^>	 Beginning in March 1975, the PACE system entered a new phase of
^	 development aimed at increasing i+;,; capabilities and :enhancing its flexibility. ' 	 •"
The wo-card input for WI3S element raw data was further optimized andxeduced 	 :^










user the ability to increase or de^^rease the basic manpower and dollar values
in the base data by a given factor to achieve a specific total cost figure thr:ugh
a trial and error process. Modifications were made to the input methodology
to enter recurring and nonrecurring costs for each WBS element, and to produce
two additional cost estimate reports showing recurring and nonrecurring costs
separately. An option was also provided for specifying a contractor fee per-
centage which could be applied to the total costestimate to give a grand total
cost at the highest level of the WBS. The latest option to be added was the
capability of entering escalation factors which will increase the WBS base .data
for material, travel, and other direct dollars for the particular production run
in which the escalation is specified. This most recent change became fully
operational in December 1975.
During this most rec-^nt period of improverrient, several production esti-
mates were made on such projects as Solid Rocket Booster Structures, Environ-
mental Science Package, Thrust Vector Cc:^trol Actuators, Solid Rocket .Booster
Decelerator, and Solar Beating and Cooling Integration.
Although many other. useful variations of PACIi1 are possible, as des-
cribed in Section VI, no further modifications are planned at this time. Current
efforts are now being focused on system documentation, including this Handbook.
^ L,..
^^ ^,.
f I I. USES OF THE PACE COMMUTER SYSTEM 	 ,r
Although the: PACT; computer system has . been.. used primarily for the
preparation of industrial engineering type manhour and material cost estimates
prepared by the Cost Analysis Office in the Systems Analysis and Integration 	 f
Laboratory, a number of other . applications are feasible and desirable to con-
serve resources required to prepare an estimate. Some of the existing and.
possible uses of the PACE system are described in the following paragraphs.
,:A. Major Projects
I'or major projects. entering into the Phase C andD periods, the PACK;
system can be used to . generate budgetary estimates based on resources. inputs
at the lowest WBS level. T11e PACB system can also be used for a comparative
analysis of preliminary . concepts where large numbers of al ernatives are to be










make the PAGE system attractive for this purpose. The principal use of the
PACE system for major projects is in the source evaluation process, but it can
also be used in tradeoff studies, change estimates, and budgetary studies. A
"grounds-up" cost estimate using the PACE system can be used as a baseline
for developing estimates of changes in major projects. These uses are described
in more detail in the following paragraphs.
B. Experiments, Modules, and Subsystems
Because of flexibility in the VVBS numbering system, the PACE system
can be used for developing a "stand-alone" estimate of a part of a major pro-
gram. Hence, estimates of .experiments, modl^les, and subsystems Can be
made independent of the major program and combined. at a later date.
C, Procurements
A1tklough thr-- PACE system has not been extensively used for procure-
ment purposes to date, it is possible to use this method of collecting costs, to
build up a cost estimate prior to commitment to procurement services, hardware,
.and materials by using organizations. Use for this purpose would depend upon






..The PACE computer system has found its greatest use in the preparation
of independent government estimates to be used in Source Evaluation Board (SIJB}
	 ' ^,
eva?.-^1^tion pxoceedin^s, Some of the applications are (1.) the government
estimate anc^ altez^nates, (2) adjustments to the government estimate, (3) 	 '	 j
verification df the mathematical accuracy of proposals, (4) pricing and manhour,
.adjustments to proposals, (5)_ development of most probable costs,. (G) adjust-




on best and final offers. The "adjusted government. estimate" and ''most
probable cost" are often used for. substantiation of the government's position in
the event of a protest, therefore, .the accuracy and. speed provided by the PACE





















E. Other Possible Uses
The basic structure and methodology of the PACI ♦; system make it adapt-
able to the performance of sensitivity analyses (i, e. , sensitivity to labor rate
and shill mix variations) , design-to-cost exercises, and economic analyses
involving the time value of money. Due primarily to the lack of publicity or
	 ^
knowledge of the PACE system, however, it has not been used for these purposes
v	 extensively to date. However, it is anticipated thz't with the publication of this
Handbook, these types of uses will increase.
1V. METHODOLOGY OF ESTIMATING
UsP of the PACE. computer system is based on the development of man- a
hours and. materials, travel, and other direct costs for the lowest level of each
WBS being estimated. Therefore, application of the PACE system is appro-	 ,.^
priate primarily where sufficient definition exists to define design and. configura- {_ ,,,^
tion parameters of hardware, mai^loading and time-phasing of engineering and 	 1
support type functions, and specific plans relative to location of the work, docu-
mentation required, and type of shill required. In a design-to-cost situation,
a .grounds-up estimate must be made first to develop a baseline. Then the
design-to-cost factor is applied to spread the reduction or increase down to the
^	 lowest level. rruitful use of this technique insists upon a detailed negotiation
and rationalization. of the manhours to the work to be performed; i, e. , the
schedule, hardware requirements, specifications, or design must be modified.
to adapt. to the manhour and material constraints developed. in the design-to-
cost estimate. Methodology of estimating is more fully described in NASA
Technical 1Vlemorandum TM X-G49GG. This technical memorandum shows how
	 ^
the basic estimate worksheets are-derived through a process of ground rule 	 `: ,
development, .information interchange, and estimate synthesis.
1. Gene
tion for the PAC
program:. phases
.^
V. PACE COMPUTER SYSTEM
	 ,
A. Automation of Basic Estimates
ral. figure 1 is an illustration of the general scheme. of opera-	 ^^
1a3 system.- The necessary inputs to the system, the computer
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system in the course of a basic cost estimate computer run are shown in this
figure. Amore detailed description. of the system's functions and capabilities
will be given in the following paragraphs.
a. Input. Types and Definitions —There are five basic types of user-
supplied input to PA`E, all of which are entered into the system on standard
80-column computer cards: (1) labor rate data, (2) WBS element manpowerr
and dollar data, (3) WBS element dollar escalation data, (4) contractor fee




3 will subsequently be referred to as WBS base data and dollar escalation data,
respectively.
b. Labor Rate Data —This input type includes the fiscal ,year span for
the cost estimate, the labor rates (given in dollars per manhour, manmonth, or
manyear) per fiscal year for the given labor categories,. G& A expense percent-
ages per fiscal year, and materials burden (overhead) percentages per fiscal
year.
c. - WBS Base Data —Bach card of this input type represents . one element
or "block" at the lowest extremities of the WBS for a particular fiscal year and.
contains the estimated amount of labor (in manhours, manmonths, or manyears)
per labor category, and dollar expenses (material, travel, and other direct) for
that. fiscal year-WBS element combination..
d. Dollar Escalation Data —Data defined by this input type are projected
dollar escalation rates per fiscal year for the span of the cost estimate. These
rates apply only to the material, travel,. and other direct dollar expenses given
in the ^^BS base data.
e. Contractor I'ee Data —Only one-cardis required for this. input type.
This card supplies the system with a percentage of the total estimated costa
contractor would charge . for the completion . of the . proj ect.
f. ..WBS Title Data —The cards for this input type supply descriptive
titles to the corresponding WBS element cods used in the WBS base data .cards..
The WBS element code and corresponding title are displayed in the total cost
estimate report.
g. System Data Manipulations - As the inputs .flow through the logic of
	 °;
the system, they are channelled through numerous .arithmetic calculation and
data manipulation routines. These routines can be categorized into three. basic
phases; (1) input editing phase,. (2) manpower. summarization phase, and (3^







h. Tnput Editing Phase -- The editing phase is a critical function of the
system because it ensures that the inputs conform to the specified requirements
of the different input types. All inputs are edited thoroughly; however, the
complexity of the editing routines vary from one input type. to another.
i. Manpower Summarization Phase —The WBS base data cards that
completed their editing routine successfully are passed on to the manpower
summarization phase. Using the. WBS element codes of these cards, this phase
constructs the actual .WBS to be . detailed. by the cost estimate report. The labor
hours and the material, travel, and other direct dollar figures collected from
the inputs to this phase are aggregated and stored for each element of the WBS.
j. Cost Estimate Report Generation Phase —The data structure pro-
duced bythe manpower summarization phase and. the labor rate cards, dollar
escalation cards, contractor fee card, and WBS title cards comprise the inputs
to the cost estimate report generation phase. The base data stored for each
WBS element is used as a matrix for the application of the labor rates, dollar
escalation rates, contractor :fee and WBS title match-ups. After all computa-
tons have been made, the cost estimate report is formatted and printed on
continuous forms showing the cost breakdown per fiscal. year of the estimated
project from the highest to the lowest levels of the WBS.
k. Outputs Developed —figure 1 illustrates five reports generated in a
basic cost estimate run. These five reports are: (1) rate table list, (2) txaris-
action list, (3) error list,. (4) manpower summary report, and (5) cost
estimate report. All reports are printed on standard 11 x 14-7/8 inch continu-
ous computer forms. Complete copies of each of these reports are included. in
Appendices A through E, and a detailed discussion of each report is cdntained
in Section V. A. G, Output Descriptions.
2. Input Preparation. The following paragraphs describe the prepara-
	 ^t,	 ^
"	 tion of all inputs to PACI ♦;. These . instructions and those in the following pars-
graphs on computer run. setup, data editing, cost calculations, and output.
descriptions are further illustrated by means of a sample cost estimate.
figure 2 shows a diagram of the WBS. for the :project labeled ABC Project used 	 '^




::	 a. Labor Rate-Data ^- The labor rate "table" consists of one header 	 F ^'
;;	 card, which gives the fiscal year span of the estimated project, one card for
each of the six labor categories, one card for the G& A expense percentages, 	 ,'	 ^
and one card for the materials burden percentages, for a total of nine cards. 	 j


































Figure 2. Sample WBS.
Header Card
Card Colur^ins Item Content
1-2 N/A Blanks .
3 Manpower code Letter "H", "M", or "Y"	 ;'
4 N/A Blank	 t
5-8 Year No. l Four digits, numeric.. (1976, etc.
13-1G Year No. 2 Four digits, numeric
21-24 Year No. 3 Four<digits, numeric 	 `
29-32 Year No. 4 Four digits, numeric.
37-40 Year No. 5 Four digits, numeric
45-48 Year No. G Four digits, numeric.	 j
53-56 Year No. 7 Four digits, .numeric
61-G4 Year No. 8 four digits, numeric
"	 65-75 N/A Blanl^s
7G^78 Project .code . Any character other than blank.
79 Revision code Any character other than blank












Tl1e manpower code. designates the labor rate entries furnished in the
remaining cards of the tak^le as being in dollars per manhour (H) , manmonth
(M) , or manyear (Y). The project and revision codes are supplied at the option
of the user to uniquely identify the estimate being made.
Labor Rates and Expense Percentage Cards 	 l




Activity code	 "LNG" (engineering)
	 3
''GA" (general and administrative
.expense percentage)
"MAT" (materials burden percentage)
"iVIFG" (manufacturing)
"OTI-I" (other).




	 :1st rate	 Nwnerc rate with three decimal ..,:
	 ,
positions (J99^J9, 999)
12-19	 2nd rate	 Same as above
:20-27	 3rd rate	 Same as above i
28-35
	
4th rate	 Same as above
3^^-43	 5th late	 Same as above
^	 44-51	 Gth rate	 Same as above
52-59	 7th rate	 Same as above
60- G7
	
8th rate	 Same as above
63-75	 N/A	 Blanks
7G-^18
	 Project code	 Any characters other than blanks..
79	 Revision code. 	 Any characters other than blanks	 ^ 9
80	 Transaction code	 Letter "B"
.:
Appendix r shows the rate.-data used'n the sample estimate as it is j
entered on the Computer Input anal Worltisheet .(Rate Data) .
	 Note that the first
card (header card)	 iz the example specifies the rates in terms of dollars per
ma.nyear by use of the letter Y in column 3. 	 All labor rates shown are in whole_ ,
.dollars with the symbol V indicating the decimal position.
	 The percentages for
General and Administrative (GA) and Materials Burden (MAT) .expense are
	 ''r
entered as ii percent and 3 percent, respectively.
b. `WBS Base Data-Labor hours and dohar values. for materials,
'	 travel, and. other direct expenses are accumulated' on worl^sheets and summary `
forms as described in Appendix D of NASA TM X-G49GG.







forms, the data are then transcribed to MSFC Form 514, Computer Input and ^	 ^
Worksheet (Base Data) which arranges the data in card format. 	 A card is 1





{	 ^	 Card Columns	 Item	 Content y
1
1	 Transaction code	 Letter f,Bff
3
2	 Manpower code	 Letter "H", "M", or "Y"
3-4	 Fiscal year	 Two digits, numeric (76, 77, etc. )
5-20	 WBS element	 Left justified, numeric, with
number.	 zeros replacing decimal
,.
point figures..
21-27	 Engineering	 Right :justified, numeric, whole
numbers
28-34	 Manufacturing	 Same.as above ^^	 ...-'"^?
35-40	 Tooling	 Same as above.
41-4&	 Q& RA	 Same as above
47-52	 Testing	 Same as above
53-58	 Other	 Same as above
59-66	 Material dollars 	 Same as above
67-72	 Traver dollars	 Same as above
73-79	 Other direct dollars	 Same as above
80	 Recurring. and	 Letter "R" or'`'N"
nonrecurring code
The manpower codes designate the units in which the labor time is ''
expressed, i. e. , manhours (I3) , manmonths (M), or manyears (Y) . 	 Man- '1
power codes can. vary from one base data card to the next; however, all labor '^
figures in each card must be consistent with the specified manpower code.
Appendix G shows base data input for the sample estimate entered. on Form 514. .,
Although the recurring and nonrecurring code. is shown in this example,_it is
not utilized in a basic estimate.. A full discussion on recurring and nonrecurring
cost options is given in Paragraph V. B. 3.
The base data cards must be preceded. by two additional cards upon entry..
into the PACla system. These cards, l^nown as header 1 and header 2 cards, a









Base Data Header 1 Card
Card Columns	 Item	 Content	 1
1-4	 D1/A	 Blanks
_ 5-8	 Month conversion factor	 four numeric digits ^	 ^,
9-12	 Year conversion factor	 Four numeric digits
_
13-79	 N/A	 Blanks
80	 Header code	 Letter "H"
The month and year conversion factors allow the estimator to control the
number of manhours per month or manhUUrs per. year used. in converting the
labor specified by the manpower codes "M" and "Y", respectively, in the base w
data cards.	 The sample estimate used. in this section utilizes a manhours per r
month figure of 163 and manhours per year as 1960.
Base DataHeader 2 Card ';t
Card Columns
	
Item	 Content ^,	 ^^	 ..,>..
}1-2	 N/A	 Blanks
4^
,r^**tr3-4	 Control. code	 (Asterisks)
5-20	 Project name	 Free form.
21-80	 N/A	 Blanl^s '	 `,
+;
The project name is entered here for use as an overall title on the cosf estimate
f
reports.
c. WBS Title Cards ^- A separate set of input is required to identify the it
WBS: elements in an estimate for the labeling of xeport pages.	 One card is s
reduired for each element title-with. format as follows: }" ^;^	 ,	 a
WBS Title Cards {j,	 t
';
x Card Columns	 Item	 Content
-
^
.f^; 1-23	 WBS element number 	 Free form as the number should ^	
Y
appear on the cost :estimate
.,
report '"
25-G4	 WBS element title	 Sanie as above
65-80	 WBS element number 	 Left ,justified, numeric, with




'	 ?	 >	 '^















d. Keypunching —All inputs. developed for the PACE system should be
recorded on the input forms described in the preceding paragraphs. Header
cards and WBS title cards can be coded on standard 80-coltunn general purpose
forms or a suitable substitute. Data from these forms should then be keypunched,
verified and assembled for pr. oduction as described in the following paragraphs.
l
",	 3. Computer Run Setup. After all PACT; System input data have been
generated as previously described in Input Preparation, it is then necessary to
	 _
a	 assemble a computer input run deck. or, as it is more commonly refez:•red to,
a "run stream". Arun. stream is a composite deck of data cards in final format
and assembly and ready to be read into the object coulputer's storage mediums 	 s
via an attached card reader device. The run stream is made up of what is
termed "control cards" and "data cards," or the user's input.. The function of
the run stream control cards is to direct the operationswhich :are about to take	 ^
place. Such task as the assignment of •various input/output devices and. the
allocation of adequate internal data storage are communicated through control.
cards at precisely the time whoa the facilities. are to be needed. Therefore, in
a run stream for a system such as PACT; where a number of unique user pro-
	 ; -`4^< .,,
grams are. to be set up and executed in a predetermined sequence and where user
supplied card input is required at .the execution of the individual programs, it
uecomes necessary to intersperse user data cards and. computer control cards




A graphic representation of the PACE run stream is depicted in1^ figure 3.
Also, a complete hrintout of the PACE run stream for the ss.mple estimate is
available for reference in Appendix I. Note that input cards for dollar escala-
tion and contractor fee .are also included in these examples, however,. these
cards. contain no input necessary for a basic estimate and are required only fore
'
	
	 continuity of program flov^. Acomplete-treatment of the use of these special
	 `
data cards cail be found in Paragraphs q and 5 of this section.
4. IiJditing of User Input Data. In an effort to improve the reliability
and validity of the user's input data before it becomes an ntegral'part of
permanent files, reports., etc. , it is a policy of good automatic data processing
practices to provide as many tests for accuracy as is possible early in the




The editing procedures executed within the. PACE system are accom-
plished by the first phase of the execution flow. This phase includes the input:.
editii7g functions as well as the soxting and sequencing of all valid input trans-
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WBS BASE. DATA CARDS
1/ ^.
i;
CONTROL CARDS	 ^,:	 °'
j
LABOR RATE CARDS	 !!
CONTROL CARDS
ip
Figure 3. Run deck setup.
	
data error is detected in an input card, an image of the card 	 ^;Whenever a	 The user can then
is printed on an error listing accomp n to a c ossr reference list of error codes	 ^
review. this error list and, by refers gith error. condition. explanations and required corrective. actions, the necessary
w	
rocess-
data adjustments can be made and the input resubmitted on a fol endix C, and a
ing cycle. A sample-edit error listing can ^e d to input errorsi s contained m	 ;;;
copy of the user's instructions for. correct g 	 :_;;
Appendix J .	 ;^,
5 Cost Estimate Calculations . A number of calculation routines which -
	 ?',
e called upon in the course of preparin g a cost estimate of a given WBS
	 ^, `;
ar	 ear are contain::d within the PACE system's pro-
e^ement for a single fiscal y	 -
gramming logic. .The following
 is a listing of the calculation steps involved in













a. Multiply the labor hours of each labor category by their respective 	 ,.,,
composite rates (direct plus overhead costs) .
b. Multiply the unescalated material (material is shown as material and






c. Multiply the material dollars by the materials burden percentage
giving material overhead. 	 ^
d. Add the total labor costs, material, material overhead, and the
travel and other direct dollars giving the subtotal. estimated cost.
e. Multiply the subtotal estimated cost by the G& A expense percentage
	
;
.for the appropriate fiscal year, .giving .
 the G8a A expense.
f. Add the subtotal estimated cost and the G& A expense giving. the total
estimated cost.
,,;.
g. Multiply the total estimated costbythe contractor fee percentage, 	 ^• -•^''^
if any, which. is constant for all fiscal years, giving the fee amount.
h. Add the total estimated cost and the fee amount giving the grand total
for the fiscal year.
G. Output Descriptions. The following paragraphs discuss in detail the
h	 content and purpose of each of the. output reports vrhich are generated by the
PACIJ system..
- r.
a, bate Table. -The rate table is a formatted, one page listing of the
labor. rate input cards.. The listing shows the fiscal year spread for the cost
	
^	 _
estimate, alphabetically lists the labor and expense categories with their
respective dollar rates or expense percentages per fiscal year, and denotes the 	 v `,
labor dollar rate entries as being .iii dollars per manhour, manmonth, or
manyear. This report provides the user with a means of verifying the. Labor 	 `
rates and expense percentages that have been entered in the labor rate. data
cards. A sample rate table is contained. in Appendix. A.
b. Transaction List —Thin report is an unformatted listing of ah the 	 '
WBS base data cards submitted for an estimate. .Bach line entry represents
one WBS base data .card, displaying the information exactly as it is punched in
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__	 6	 ..	 _..	 ..:1.. ...	 _,_.__L	 I__,.	 r., ..r.,__.
zeros. The entries appear in order by fiscal year and WBS element codes.
The transaction list will vary in the munber of pages produced with the n7,zmber
	 f
of WBS base data cards submitted for a run. The purpose of the report is to
provide. the user with a printed image of all WBS . base data input cards in
ascending sequence by fiscal year and WBS element number. A sample trans-
action listing is contained in Appendix B.
c. Error List —The error list shows only the WBS base data input	 Ex
cards that did not pass the edit phase successfully. As in the transaction list,
each entry of this report is an exact print image (zero filled) of the correspond-
ing WBS base data card. I'or each entry , an error code will appear to the right
denoting the information erroneously punched. in the card. The length of this
report will vary according to the number of invalid WBS base data cards.
3
Through reference to a list of corresponding error codes with accom-
panying instructions for malting error corrections, the user is able to evaluate r.
the problem. and malte the necessary corrective adjustments. A sample error
listing .can be referenced in Appendix C and an error code cross-reference is




d. Manpower Stunmary Report -The end result of the manpower
summarization phase. is a formatted report of the data structure produced by
this phase. each page of the manpower swnmary report represents one element
of the WBS.. Each WBS element code, with labor and direct dollar expenses
summarized to its level in the WBS, is separated and labeled accordingly.
The first page of the manpower summary report displays the title of the
project on which the estimate is being made and the succeeding pages contain
the WBS element brealtdown. :The number of report pages is ..directly propor-
tional to the number of elements contained in the WBS and the report is
presented in the - order of the WBS hierarchy.
.The first line' on each page shows the WBS element code with the totals
of the labor hours and doll,;zr expenses by category for all the fiscal year inputs
to , the particular WBS eaeme:Y^*. The entries that follow are fiscal year break-
downs. of the totals refl^.=;',ed in tl^e first entry,
.Selected pages from the manpower'summary report for the sample
estimate are contained in Appendix D.	
a
e. Cost .Estimate Report — As previously stated, the data structure. 	 ''
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generation phase for the application of the pertinent rates, percentages, and
fees. in arriving at a grand total cost estimate for a givenproject. The cost
estimate report is presented in the same manner as the manpower summary
- report, each. page representing one element of the WBS and the pages appearing
•in th.e order of the WBS hierarchy. Deport headers on each page include iden--
tifying information such as the date .
 of the estimate, the name of the project on
which the estimate is being made, the WBS element code .and corresponding
"^
	




	 Within the basic cost estimate report is the capability of presenting
labor . and dollar estimates by category for up to eight fiscal year projections.
Labor is always represented in units of manhours. Composite fiscal year totals
are given for mai^hours and dollars for each ^ategory of cost, as well as totals
for all categories of cost within. each fiscal year. The report is presented. ire a




margin and fiscal year summations. appearing on the lower horizontal print lines..
The categories of cost are ^iianufacturng, tooling, quality and reliability





The first page of the report always indicates the highest element in the
WBS hierarchy andtherefore gives the total cost for the entire estimate. This
page is also unique in t11at it has provision for including the effect of the. con-
tractor fee aY7d dollar escalation options which are discussed more fully in
`	 ,.	 Section. V.
A copy of the . cost estimate report for the sample estimate is given in
A ppendix B .
i
't
B. Cost Estimate. Variations
1. General. In addition to calculating-the basic cost estimates pre-
viously described, the PACT; system contains the following options for modifying
the results that are produced by a basic estimate. These options are; 	 ''
a. Desi^ii-to-cosh.	 `
:'	 b. -:Recurring and nonreclrrring,costs
-	 c Contractor fee










Y, _- -	 m
^ ack^ of these options gperate independently and may be used separately or in
any combination with a basic estimate to achieve a desired effect. The following
paragraphs describe the options in detail and give examples illustrating their
use.
2, Design-to-Cost. The design-to-cost option is available for use in
situations where a previously calculated cost estimate varies significantly from
a design target cost and where it is desired to determine the impact of a change
at all levels of the estimate so that the project technical and programmatic
aspects can be altered to meet the cost target. If the need for a uniform redis-
tribution of resources occurs, this can be achieved by including a designsto-cost
factor as input in the PAC1; run decl^. This factor, expressed as either a
percent increase or decrease, will then be applied. to the manpower and fixed
dollar values in the base data for all ^^BS elements present, The resulting
printouts will indicate the modified costs from the highest to the lowest level of
the WBS, and the design-to-cost factor utilized will. be
 shown on the total cost
estimate report.
In using this feature, care must be talzen to assure that manhour and
material quantities resulting from the overall increase or decrease are recon-
ciled .with the schedule, hardware quantities, skill mix, specifications, anti/or
work. elements of a revised (reduced or expanded) program ox project. An
arbitrary cut or increase unaccompanied by a corresponding change in the work
to be performed can be dangerously misleading to estimators, work package
managers, or management.. Use of the design-to-cost feature mast be accom-
panied by a renegotiation of resources versus specification, design, and/or
hardware requirements down to the lowest level. If this renegotiation of
resources estimates fails to yield a commitment to perform or a commitment
to manage within these resources, the design-to-cost estimate must be voided
in preference for either the original. grounds-up estimate or an alternate
estimate that can be restructu^^ed clown to the lowest level to assure total project
accomplishment within the target resource level. This stipulation, although it
is a part of the project .
 definition/engineering/cost estimating activity rather
than the ADP data manipulation activity, must be remembered and adhered to
so as to prevent the generation of w7realistic estimates.
a. Input Preparation.— The design-to-cost factor shoL^ld be entered in
columns 15 through 17 of the first of the: two WBS base data header cards. The
system edits these data for-numeric characters and assumes a decimal point
between. columns 15 and 1G. An increase percentage may be specified by enter-
ins any number greater than 100 up to a maximum value of` 999. With-the
assumed decimal, an entry of 105 would .result in a 5,percent increases 110 ,a 10
percent. increase,. etc. Lil^ewse, an entry of UJJ would represent a 1 percent
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b. Calculations —Upon execution, the PACI •; system will. modify the
values of the manpower figures and fixed dollar costs specified. in the WBS base
data by multiplying them by the design-to-cost factor. The remaining processing
then continues identically to that of a basic estimate with the exception that the
modified labor and dollar values will appear on the manpower summary and total
cost estimate reports in place of the basic values. The data on the transaction
.	 list report, However, will be 'tiulaffected by this change. Revised lnanhour and
'i 	material figures . are then ready for return. to and examination by individual.
estimators for developmezlt of impact statements, .work scope, changes,
schedule changes, or recombination or redivision of worl^ elements resulting
from the change in resources. It is reeYnphasiLed that this reconciliation
process is mandatary to retain the credibility of the estimate.
c. Sample Reports —Selected pages from the manpower summary and
total. cost estimate reports for a run using• the basic estimate example from
Paragraph V. A. 2, and a design-to-cost factor of 092 are sho^m in Appendix K.
Figure 4 illustrates the ^]VBS base data lleacler card used to make the design-to-
cost entry. (columns 15 through 17) . This card is inserted in the run deck as
shown in Appendix L .The net effect of this input is an 8 p?rcent decrease in
	 S:.
<^
the resources available at each level
Oi6319S0	 'tl , ^
^h I
I 	 1---- -Design-to-cost. Factor '
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Note that. the title DESTGN-TO-COST h'ACTOR = 0.92 appears i.n the
heading at the -top of each page on each report. The same title is printed with
the factor shown as 1, 00 for reports not using this option,
3. Recurring and Nonrecurring Costs. Because of t11e need to separate
recurring and nonrecurring costs within a total estimate to determine unit pro-
duction costs as distinguished from design, development, testing, and engineering
(DDT E) costs, the PACE system contains an option for identifying VVBS base
data as either recurring or nonrecurring. Having done this, the user may then
direct the computer to produce a cost estimate report .showing only the recurring
costs, and/or the nonrecurring costs, in addition to the normally generated
total cost estimate report.
a. Input Preparation —The manpower figures and fixed dollar costs for
each WBS element-fiscal year combination must be designated as recurring or
nonrecurring by placing an R or an N, respectively, in column 80 of the WBS
base data cards. An example of these can be found in the input for the sample
case used in Paragraph A of this section.. These identifiers must be present
even in cases where no parl;icular need exists for differentiating between the
two, This. codzzlg will have no effect on the printing of the cost estimate reports,
however, unless additional report control input is provided in the first of the
two WBS base data header cards..
The numeral 1 appe^ari.ng in column 19 of the header card will cause a
cost estimate report. to be produced showing only the recurring costs specified
by the input. The title RECURRING COSTS ONLY will be printed at the top of
each page. Similarly, the numeral 1 coded in column 20 of the card will produce
a cost estimate report showing only the nonrecurrin^;^ costs with the title
NONRECURRING COSTS ONLY printed at; the top of each page.
Either or both reports can lze requested in this. manner, and a blanl^ in
columns 19 or 20 will cause the system to ignore these report options. Any
other .character appearhig in columns 19 or 20 will be interpreted as an error.
The repoz'ts will be produced and printed in this manner in addition to the total
cost estimate report which is an .automatic . consequence of each PACE produc-
Lion run.
b. Calculations -The totals cif the recurring costs only version. of the
cost estimate report :are derived by using only the cost element transactions
nzarlced R. The swine is tl^.le fo the nonrecurring costs only report and the
transactions marred N, The total cost estimate repoz^; is a summation of the.
R and the N transactions regarcllcss of whether eitliex of the two optional reports










c.	 Sample Reports .
 —Selected pages of reports showing recurring and ^	
1'
nonrecurring costs taken from a run using the basic estimate example from '
Paragraph V. A. 2 are shown in Appendix L.
	 The first page is taken from the
total cost estimate. report and is labeled RECURRING AND NONRECURRING
COSTS. The following two pages are taken from the recurring costs only and. '
nonrecurring costs - only reports. 1
r
Note that recurring costs have been specified for fiscal years 76, 78,
and 79, while nonrecurring costs have been used for fiscal years 77, 78, and
79.	 This results.. in the two optional reports showing data only for the applicable
years tivhle the totaY cost estimate report indicates a summation of the two
optional reports.
I^'igure 5 illustrates the Wl3S base data header card used to mare the
recurring and nonrecurring cost entries (columns 19 and 20) .
	 This card is
inserted in the run .
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rigure 5. WBS base data header card.
4, Contractor Pee.	 fees paid to government contractors can be
included in a cost estimate by means of an optional: input to the PACE system ^'
which. specifies a percentage factor which is to be used .






fee amount is calculated at the highest level of the WB5 and is printed oat on
the total cost estimate report together with a grand total for the entire estimate
which includes the total estimated cost plus the fee.
a. Input Preparation - A contractor fee card is included as a mandatory.
=	 input item in the run. deck for each FACE production run. Columns 1 and 2 of
the card are used to indicate the percent fee to be used. Fees may range in
value from Ol to 99 representing whole number percentages (1 to 99 percent) ,	 ,'
If a fee is not to be included in an estimate,. the contractor fee card must
still be furnished, however, with zeros in columns 1 and 2. Any other charac-
tern appearing in these columns, .including blanks, will be treated as an error.
The contractor fee card is inserted in the run deck as shown in Appendix L
b. Calculations —After the final summation of total estimated cost is
made, the contractor fee percentage is applied to the summary figures for each
fiscal year and added to the total cost giving a grand. total. The fee amounts and
grand totals are then printed out as additional data on the total cost estimate
page for the highest level WBS element.. This is the only place where this
	 ,,,r
z^ ..,-	
^^information is shown. No other reports or report variations are affected by the
contractor fee option.
c	 am le e ort — A	 1 le a 'e f the total c	 tim to	 ^ fS	 R	 san	 o	 o f es a re ort orp	 p	 sp p €,	 p j
the highest level WBS element in the basic estimate. example using a contractor
fee input of 8 percent is shown in Appendix M. Figure G illustrates the: contrac-
tor fee card used to produce this option.
5. Direct Dollar Escalation. M^^terial and subcontractor, travel, and
other direct dollar values which have previously been utilized iri a basic cost
estimate on the PACE system can be modified for subsequent runs without dis-	 `'
turbing the WBS base data cards used in the basic run. Thin feature has been i
provided to satisfy situations where it is desired to know the impact of 	 ^ ,
increases to these costs over the time span. of the estimate due to economic 	 j
influences such as inflation. By means of escalation factors which are specified
in the run deck, one or more PACE production runs can be made to show the a
effects of these variations while leaving the basic data. intact.
-^
a. Input Preparation —Three-dollar escalation cards are required as
mandatory input for each PACE production run. The .coding MAT, TR V, and 	 '
CDR is entered in columns l through 3 of the cards to indicate the categories	 h
of cost to be escalated. If no escalation is desired, as in a basic. cost estimate,
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.figure 6.	 Contractor fee card.
`^
factors to be used, expressed as percentage increases, are coded in the card
I	 immediately following the three-letter category identifier:.
MAT = MATERIAL ESCALATION
",^
a




ODR	 OTHER DIRECT ESCALATION ;;	 k
;I
Three nume>'ic characters. must be furnished for each fiscal year value to be e
escalated with a decimal point assumed between the second and third character.
Thus an entry of 025. woi>Id represent an increase of 2.5 percent. 	 Any non-
numeric input other than blanks will be interpreted as an error.	 The escalation
factor for the fiscal year of the estimate. should be entered in columns 4 through
6 of -. the appropriate category card; the factor for the second fiscal year in
columns 7 through 9, etc.. To beapplied. correctly,_escalaton factors must be
consistent with the fiscal year entries present in the WBS base data. 	 One
exception to this is that, if the. same escalation factor is to be used for all
fiscal years within a cost category, it need only be specified once in card
.._
columns_4 through G, leaving the-remainder of the card blank.	 The system will
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o?ny or all of the three categories of cost can be escalated in the same
PACT rur The direct dollar escalation cards are inserted in the run deck as
shown in Appendix I.
b. Calculations — In preparing the total cost estimate report for escala-
Lion, the WB5 base data for direct dollars are increased in the first fiscal year
by the amolmts specified by the first percentage factor entered in their respec-
tive escalation cards. The remaining fiscal years are increased by adding their
	 ^^
escalation factors to the sum of all previous factors and multiplying the direct
dollar value f^- that year by the accumulated. factor. These increased. values
will be shown for each WBS element and on all versions of the total cost
estimate report. The manpower summary report is 
. not affected by the direct
dollar escalation option.
c. Sample Reports —Selected pages from the total cost estimate report
f	 th	 1	 t'	 d b
	 t'	 t	 1	 d	 a1 t'or a run using	 e previous y men lone	 asic es ima e examp e an esc
	
a ion
input are shown in Appendix N.
	 Figures 7 through 9 illustrate the direct dollar ^
escalation cards used to produce this option.	 The material and subcontractor
(MAT) and other direct (ODR) cards specify escalation factors for each
	
theof	 ^,.	 ,;,.^^''
fiscal years 7G through 79, and the travel (TRV) card specifies a constant
factor to be used for each fiscal year.
a
Material .and Subcontractor Factors 3
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Note that escalation factors from these cards (Figs. 7, 8, and 9) are
printed out at the bottom of the page for the highest level WBS element. This is
the only place. in the total cost estimate report where this information will
appear.. The factors are printed out as zeros on reports not using the escala-
tion option.
C. Processing of Sensitive Data
Since. the PACE system was designed for use- in support of NASA Source
Evaluation Boards. and other groups of .government personnel who handle pro-
prietary data developed by private contractors, a procedure is in effect. at MSFC
for eliminating the exposure of cost estimate . data to nongovernment personnel
so as to protect the confidentiality of the contracting relationship.
This procedure places the control of data preparation (keypunching) and
run decl^ setup direct^y in the hands of the system user. The entire execution
process from job submittal. through collection of printed output products is per-
formed under the direct observation of a government monitor. At the completion
of each production run,. the computer memory and all mass-storage hardware
are cleared of data utilized or generated by PACE. The user then removes all








A copy of the current MSFC procedure for sensitive data processing is
included as Appendix O.
V I . FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS AND POTENTIAL ^VIQD I FI CATI ON S
s
The PACE system, as presently . configured,. is a highly versatile. and	 s
flexible tool that can be used for a wide variety of function;,,. as has been pre-
viously noted. Even so, one can envision. a rnimUer of other applications
for. the . system if mochficatons were made to the system, ganging from minor
to significant. These potential uses are described in general in this Section.





A. Deescalation, Computation of I?resent Worth, Future Worth,
or Annual Equivalent Costs of Alternate Proposals
Certain limited economic studies can be accomplished with the PACE
system as now configured by applying various escalation. rates to fixed dollar
costs. Adaptation of this feature to accommodate. deescalation of labor,
R	
materials cost, and other costs cotil.d facilitate the computation of present tivorth,
future worth, or annual equivalent costs for use in economic analyses and com-
parison of alternate proposals. Thus, the "time value of money" could be taken
into account in comparing two program funding alternatives. This feature would
be particularly useful when the two alternatives vary considerably in distribution
of funding requirements over the program. time span. Comparisons on a present
worth or annual equivalent basis are prevalent in industrial decisions where
interest rates,. discount factors, or rate-of-ret^irn comparisons are essential
to choose the most economically attractive .alternative.
8. Computation of MakelBuy and. Skill Mix Ratias
and Percentages
All of the basic data needed to compute labor/materials and/or make/buy
ratios at each level of the WBS are available in a I?ACL estimate. These ratios
are particularly meaningfL^l when it is necessary to detez^uine what. proportion
of the woxl^ in each a>^ea and in the. total proposal or estimate is to be accom-
plished in-house and what portion is to be subcontracted.. Sufficient data are
also available in a PAC1; estimate to compute shill min ratios at each level of
the WBS. These ratios. would indicate what proportion of the total labor hours








 of Intermediate Steps in Entering Raw Data
on Cost. Estimate Farm s
The present cost estimating procedure includes the completion. of cost
estimating worksheets by the estirrrator, tranacription of worksheet information
onto computer keypunch forms, and l^eypunching from these latter forms. The
first step could be eliminated if the compczter l^cypunch forms could be modified
to serve also as estimating worlcslieets. If this could be a^compl,ished, the
estimatdr could enter his numerical and written infoz7nation dit^dctly 6nto the	 '^
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D. Respreading of Costs
Real government. estimating situations often encounter situations where
(1) funding is limited for the first year or two years to a specified amount or
(2) the maximum annual funding is specified. or where the shape of the funding
curve is specified. in some other manner.. 1V,Iany industrial concerns. have a
standard set of funding spread curves which can be applied to any estimate and
which will. adjust the total and detailed costs to match the time-oriented expen-
diture of manhours or funds. The basic information required to accomplish this
type of fund curve adjustment is available in aPACE-generated cost estimate..
E. Adaptation to a Universal Computer . Program Language
Greater utilization of the PALL. system would be achievable if it were
adapted to amore widely used or universal computer language.. Presently, the
language used is adaptable to the compilati^^n and computation techniques used
at MSFC. Efforts now underway to convert PACE to the ASCII/ANSI version
of the COBOL language will tend to minimize the amount of work required in
adapting the system to any NASA computer facility. This standardization will
enhance the attractiveness of the system by increasing .its utilization potential.
i
F. Reduction of Time Increments Estimated
Perhaps the most extensive modification to the. system envisioned would
be the reduction of the timespan estimated for each element from the 1-.year
increment to a quarterly,. monthly,. or even weekly increment. Alteration of
this time increment would involve sizable changes in the current estimating
process as well as the computer system, but may be worthwhile at a later date
	 _^
due to various factors. First, requests for proposal are now requiring that the 	 `'
proposers subdivide costs into quarter-year increments. Verification of cost
computations at this - level of breakout b^ the PACE system would require reduc- 	 '
tion of the: time increment estimated from yearly to quarterly. Secondly, a
	 {
quarterly or monthly breakout would facilitate collection of fiscal year costs
when different, fiscal year bases . are. used (i, e. , Jtil.y 1 to June 30 versus
October l to September 30 versus January l to December 31) . Third, .greater 	 ,,
visibility of manpower and fund buildup over shorter increments. in early years
	
^	 maybe :desirable because funding constraints during buildup are normally given
	















G. Cost Impact. of Schedule Adjustments
Various PACD system modifications can b^ envisioned which would.
modify the fiscal year spread of manhours and. resulting labor or material costs
to account for differences in the scheduling of development, production, or
operations support activities. of a program. With. the present cost breakout by
_ fiscal year, costs for each WBS increment could be accelerated or decelerated
in yearly increments. further PAGE system modfications to permit smaller
time. increments (semiannual, quarterly, or monthly) would permit finer
. adjustments in schedule-related costs.. Differences in escalation costs brought
about by these cost/schedule adjustments would be taken into account in the use
of the appropriate escalated labor rate for each increment of time.
These and. other modifications of the PACE system will be studied in the
coming months to determine the economic and practical benefits of implementing
them. Provided sufficient demand develops for the PACE system and its poten-
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LA80R/OH B 9,610 17x539 27,665
-TOT L8R^ HOURS 24x700 27x550 19,234 31,3b0
___	 . _	 ._	 ..LAeOR /OH	 5.._.___24!,278 __ __ 321,737_.____._241 x593 _.414,135 --
__ MATE R LaL ^ SVBCON^__^ .50,000	 .._._.. 50,D00	 __...85,000 T__ _ 10,000




-- .^_.: .6,000 .--
__	






.... 8x000._ ____ - 5x000.-.	 1x 7 50	 -
^SUBTQTAL ,_EST. COST. 306276 389x737 340x893 929xt85
G + A EXPENSE 33x691..__.___. 42,A71 37x498 .-----	 47,2[0.__.-- -_--.-_--










TYTLE-PROPELLANT TANKS	 RECURRING b NONRECURR ;NG COSTS
ELEMENTS OF COST
	



























DATE 04 MAY 76 PROJECT-ABC PROJECj	 DESIGN-TO-0O57 F ACT OR n 	 1.00.
Wg5'	 I,S . 1,1.2 TITLE -MAIN	 SHELL --^ RE[URRING i NON RECURRING COSTS
ELEMENTS OF COST FY - 77	 FY	 78 FY - 79	 FY -	 FY -	 FY -	 FY -	 fY -
ENGR•_
	
HOURS 5,A80	 _815 1,141
-	
_	 _ _-LAADR /DH. ^	 _76. , 028	 { i ^D65 ._-- .:-- db X261 -	 --
_MfG. .._^. HOURS _	 _ .9i 800_	 652- 1,141
LA80RJOH 5 107,702	 7,530 13,848
TOOLING	 HOURS '} 7,840	 - 815 -
__ ._._ _.. 	 . ___L4'BOR/OH s_ 8A 9161 .-	 -9,62.8
_p. ♦ 	 RA	 .HOURS	 - .- ^ _ 3,920_	 _ -. - 489---- --	 - 978 --
LABOR/OH S 49,035	 6,428 [1,49A
TEST
	
—HOURS -- 5 ►B80-	 1,30Y ---
-_.	 .__	 LABOR/OH. S. 66,526.—..._.15,494_ _ .-	 _--.__	 _
_.OTHER-	 _._HOURS	 ___._ -	 ._._	 _.—, bS2 --- -----
LA90R/DH S 9,.203
TOT l8R	 HOURS 33,3.20	 4,.075 ^3,912
_.^- -	 -LABOR3OH^ 387,452_.	 50,14[ 52;812
:MATERIAL :+ SUBCON ,____—iD0,000 _.__—_ 35000 --- 10,000	 ----
,_MAT£RIAL_OVERHEAD -Br000 _ 	2.,800. BOO	 `
TRAVEL .	 _..	 _:___ ___.__.__ __ -_..-.	 _	 _ ^..^____	 750 .,_ -_ __ -	 _-	 —
_ OTHER[	
_	 ___	
_>_..-__^. .2,750._._.—_- ---- °-----.600.--	 -
_SUBLOTAI.-.E52..:_CO^T 998,202	 A 8^69.1 6.4,21 2
G	 ^	 A EXPENSE._	 _- 54,802.___...__ q,756.----. 7^D61--.---._-._-- 	 __-- --































-	 07	 DATE 04 H Y	 PROJ'"CT A	 P	 r	 F	 0A T6 c	 BC	 ROJ^CT DESIGN..TO°COST	 ACT	 R a	 i*00
WBS	 1..5,1,2 TITLE^AVIONICS SYSTEH RECURRING b NONRECURRING 00575
ELEMENTS OF COST -- -• FY ° 77 fY ° 7B	 _FY ^ 79	 -FY °--^-^FY-°--	 FY o	 ^FY->---	 FY ° TOTAL.
ENGR.- _ HOURS	 - 13,8.80 - 8 x 500 6,520 28x900
LA80R%OH	 S _____.174x468 _.	 115x405	 .. 92x930 __-__-^_--	 .____,,	 _	 __..__^___-387,803	 _
...MFG	 ___._HOURS
__._.___ 7r5DCt ____.	 10,920.. __ 9x190 -.-----_-_.___	 ------____-.-•-----.-^__-..- __-._	 27x560	 _
LABOR/OH S 82x425 12bxI15 1.10x932 319x472
TOOLING HOURS 10x88.0 Jx96D Sx590 18,430
LA60R/OH S_ __-_._C22r3yb.-- ._-.-.y6x779-._,____49x555 --	 --^____--____	 -	 _ _-__.213rbA0 _
q	 t	 RA	 ._ HOURS	 ____^. 6 x960 _._	 5,460 .._.—.- 5x061 ---.---	 ^_-- - _ 	 17x481 -_.
LABOR/OH S 87x063 71x723 69xRS2 228x638











---- .--------^-------__ ..----	 ------_--__13bx538--
OTHER HOURS	









LA80R/OH S 25x113 82x996 fOBxI09
-TOT LBR HOURS	 -^ 4yx640 32,760 34x266 !!!x666
LABOR/OH_5.:.^5J5x5b1___.__ -9pb,549-_._.__y52x080.-___^.	 —_	
- ----1r394r240 _.
N'ATE R IAL + SUBCON:_.^___-.181000_.-- ---.b^000__--- 6x500. -------	 --	 ----_ z0+500.-












 EST. C OST	 S SSxOt7!	 g13^079	 k 59slOp
_ 	 t 4 Z,ZL1.90
G s A EXPENSE_ _	 ble050_—,__45e4^9___Spx50!`_
	 i56.a:490_






















y.	 '..	 ',	 s
+^
^...
x ^	 '	 x	 ^
^,
1.
GATE 04 MqY 76 PROJECT•ABC PRD'JECT
	 DESIGN•TO•COST FACTOR ^	 1 ► 00
w8s	 1,5rtx2 r l TITLg.ELECTRICAL-•POWER	 RECURRING b NON RECURRING COSTS
ELEMENTS OF COST FY	 77	 FT	 78	 fY	 79	 FY	 FY •	 Fy	 FY	 FY • TOTAL. _3
ENGR ► 	 HOURS Sx880 Sx880
_	 ,.__ .^._ LABOR /DH ,S _	
..__
76x028-.:----_
	 ' 76 ► 028—








------- LABOR/OH-S---__G6 ► i2t--- 23x153--24x326-
	 --- il3 ► 6D0—











_._	 .-..	 __..	 --..-_-
Ir9'60	 3x920
_.	 _..__-_









	 -„ __-- ! ► 460 ---- - -	 -.	 5x880---
	 -------	 -----,_	 .-- -	 7x840— {
LABORlOH S 25rC13	 82x996:. IQ8 ► 109
TOT LBR	 HOURS 17x640'	 Ilx760
	 17x640 47r04D	 ^







	 480-	 —520 21440--
_: TRAVEL ._..__.. ^.- 9
-5U8LOI^1L- ES.T. ._COST 233-x395	 x.y7x229









TOTkI- . EST.-.COST --^--259x-0ie
	 163x424--266.x191-----















DATE 09 HAY 76^- ---	 - PROJECT°ABC PROJECY ^•-_-^	 OESYGN-TO+COST FACTOR m	 1.OD0
._^__-..





RECURRING b NON R ECU R RING. COSTS
ELEMENTS DF COST FY + 77	 FY + 7 B 	FY - 79	 FY +	 FY	 FY	 FY +	 FY + TOTAL
~'ENGR.-__-- HOUR$ -__ - -8,000 --_8,500 --6,820 23,020	 1
. _ -_,_ LA80R/OH	 S -___.!03,440	 .__._. 1 (5x905 ______ 92,91p 311 x775-	 1-.
nFG	 _..	 _	 HOURS_	 :.._. _-_.7,500._,_.. 7x000_.._.-_ x,760..	 —_ 17,760_.
LABOR /OH S 82,425' 80x843 39,567 ^ 202,835
-TOOLING	 HOURS
	 -
-S,OOO ?.x000 1,b30 8,630
^._. LABOR/OH :S.__^^56,225 _ __. r23 x b26	 - 20,230 ----- __	 _	 —	 -------------------100x081_
q_t. RA
	
HOURS	 ________ S,000 _____.__ _3.,500-----_ 1^14f _....	 _..- ------.-------	 -------	
.~
__9xbYl-
LABOR/ OH s 62x545 95x976 15,748 124x2b9
- TEST	 HOURS	 -- 1x500 ------ 4x075 5x575
-LABOR/OH S.»___-^16^971._-^ '-_	 _ b0^eI5 -	 67,78b----_	 -.
OTHER	 _.__.HOURS	 _..
- - -----°	 ------ -	 -LA80R/OH 5
^TOT . LBR • -- HOURS ,- Z7xD00 2tr00p 16rb^2b 64,b2b
LABOR/OH 5_.__ -__ 321 rbD6. _.-.__..265x850--_. 21 9 290-------	 --	 -	 _ 80br-7V6._
HATERIAL- ♦ SUBCON^ __^_. _ ±_.._-------- ----- .-----,---__..__, -- _	 ._-^._..____-_
,_HATERIAL DYERHEAO_._ __^
TRAVEL	 _: -.	 ..___
	
..^..__^.._ _-	 __. _._ ____:^.... .
OTHER.	 _	 .._	
.^-- -- -	 - _. _ _._—_
i
i	 SUBTOTAL FSj * _[.05 Y
	321 t b O b 2.65,85p_- 214,290. ®Dba7'^6-
















PROJECT ° ABC PROJECT
TITLE - PROJECT MANAGEMENT












DESIGN-TO-COST FACTOR n 	 I900
RECURRING b NONRECU R RING COSTS











_. -_ - ---
._ --___^-._...LABOR/OHa_ _..._.___.:	 __. __.._..____.	 __.—_ _	 _- _
___.G	 ♦_ RA	 HOURS	 __ ^-9,Bi5_	 --.g9075_.^..._-.39101---- 2. 9 60 --- -----1y,95L-








_..	 OTHER..	 :._ HOURS -	 ! 9 152.. -^_	 I91 y t	 -.-----	 2,83.8 -- 2,360 --	
-LABOR/OH S (2.909	 149620	 399516 3J 9311 1009356
TOT LBR	 HOURS 139890	 1:29551
	
15,505 1697D0 589646
--.-CABORlON- S ^479063_^.-.LSJ^163	 r9Tr5i6	 ?22s780 7209522-
_.MATERIAL f_SUBCON .,_ _.6.'50.0 __--_.. 8 9 000- 	 -_ ----.. ------- ----- -	 -- ----149500--
J
-...MAT E R fAt^OYERFiEAD 52D	 _._640__...___-__ ^___ 1-.I60_
_	 TRAVEL	 _	 _..:,.._._..-._..-._-__,1Os500.._-.._39D00-----J9000--- ._,89500 --_219000.-
-_. OTHER	 .._	 ..__ ..__ -.___._^. - '.. _ _-_:...	 . ^^.- f
_SU870TAL..EST..-:COST lby^58J	 ^ 6y960 3 	 7 00x516 2279280. ^57s182-
_--	 G- ^	 A.. E%PENS E ._189104 _.-.__. _I8 9 t28--. -22 9 057 --- 25 9 0 0 I-- - — -83 *290-








	 ....	 ..	 -.
,.	 ..
^






















N T DATE 04 MAY 7b PROJECT-AB[ PROJECT DESIGN -TO-COST FACTOR R	 1.00
wgS	 !.5'.Z.1
r--'
TITLE-COST CONTROL M ANAGEtSENT
_ ._ _ .. -_^._ _ _ .
RECURRING b NONRECURRING COSTS
ELEHENTS Of COST
	 FY - 76 FT - 77	 FY L 78	 fY 7 9	 FY	 FY	 ~FY •	 FY TOTAL
µENGR+	 HOURS 2500 1956 -1.960 {.9b0 8.37b
_	
__	 LA90R/OH _S._^_._29.Oy3_ - - -
__25x291.
	
_._ 26x611_.-_-- 27.936 --- ^08r8B1__
MFG	 ...	 HOURS	 .._- .- __ .2 D ODO .__..-_ ^	 2 x4 y 5__- _._ 3x920---.--..- 3.920._____._--__	 —.	 -	 ^__._^-.._..—_ .12.285 _
LABORJOH s 18x258 26x871 45272 47x577 137x978
TOOLING	 HOURS.
LABOR/OH S. .. _..... _	 __-----^._	 _._.. ..
.	 q	 a	 RA_„:	 HOURS	 _.._._.._._-__4x000 :_ _ . 3 x260..,_:_.Ix460 ---.._. _ 1x960- - - -11+180__
IAROR/OH S 4tx1y0 y0.779 28x747 27x052 134718
TEST	 HOUR$
LABOR/OH S	 ^_ ___ __	 _.-.-.
OTHER	 HOURS
	
_ ..___- .	 500	 ^_ _._	 326---_. 1 .96d
	 ----- 1 ► 9 60 _ y x746-
LABOR/OH s S,bp3 4x177 2bx362 27xbbg 63x807
.TOT L8R	 HOURS 9x000 ^7x987
-9x800 9.800 36.587
^;:;
-j LA80RlOH__S_ 44x0y4- _. _.._g7x1/8._..	 __12J.992 _..-__130.230.._ __—_ __-,_445x384.__
HATERIAL.+ SUBCON.^.___.- .6r5U0..__._...._ ..__-._. _...._	 .__. --- -------	
----.--- -.6x500--
,. ^







1 xODO	 .--.--- .1.x000
	
.__._ _ 2x000. _.--	 ---__-_	 T.—^-._11x500--
_,OTHER
	 _-_






98x11 8 1 2y X99,2
---
1 32.x Z30 4 b3J 9Q4
'^ G	 •	 A	 EXPENSE.,._,._.
	




120 x 506 __ ._-
_
_- 1ile r911^._ 138 `741 14br775_









D ATE 04 nAY 7b PROJECT^ABC PROJECT DESIGN-TO-COST	 FACTOR..	 1.00
w85	 !.5.2x2 TITLE-caNFiGURATIl2g,MANAGEHENT RE::URRING b NONRECURRING COSTS
--' ELEMENTS OF COST - _ FY - 76	 `FY - 77	 _ FY - 78	 _-^ FY - 79	 FY - -----FY --	 FY -.	 FY -	 TDTAL
ENGRr	 HOURS 2^4^45 1,630 1}956 3,OpD 9x031
_. ..	 __ LA80R/OH..3 ._ 28,gp4__--21,D76... 26,^a57 -42x754 3-.18x796-_
—MFG	 ._..._.HOURS	 ^_---^,-___	 978..---^- ..1,30 q _-^_ 1x 6 30_-- 2x 5 00 ---	 brgl^_"




____ LA90R /OH._S..__—. - - -..	 _--.__ _ ^^ -_.-._ __	 .- --
_. p_s RA__	 HOURS	 _	 .-_._-_._.^- ---_ 815.-____ _	 e(5-_^^_1,14)
	 -----
1,000----- -_-	 3x771 _
LA80R/OH S 8,382 10,195 1q,988 13e802 y7,367
TEST	 HOURS J
.,^ OTHER.	 HOURS	 -.--.---_---652_— _ .	 815 ________ 978 ._____:.. q 00. --- 2,845 -
LABOR/OH s 7x306 lOryg3 13-,154 .5.646 36,Sg9	 -
TOT LBR	 HOURS q^840 q,564 5,705 br90D 22,059
,__	 __.. I,A80R/OH._ S 	 5 3,020
	
-56,045 73,524---•- 92x550_ . ^75,134-
^._MATERIAI ¢ SUBCON.-__._^_._._^_ ---_.- 8,0D0_...___... _------- .-_-_..	 .--_._— _w-^_B4O00_-.
._..dATE R LAL_0_YERHEAO^ _, 640 —_ —..-_ bqD_
_TRAYEL__-_._. _ ^-_ _3,D00 -_^__2,D00. -.._._ 2,000.. ___.. 2,500-- --	 —_---9.,500_
OTHER_ _ r-_.._ _ .._.___^ -- -.-.^ _ . ___ .-..__ --- -	 -_----.__
___SUB TOTAL,ESLr_L.057 S b.020	 X 6,66 5 	 7 5x524 _45rD5 1* ^g3.27Y--_
-.__G,! A:EXPENSE	 _^_^,-.-_br1.6 2 -'7r33S._... 8,30------ -1Or 4 5b- '+ 2,261.-










































WOS NUMdERt	 - COMPUTER INPUT AND V20RKSHEET (Base Dataj DATE:





T• M WORK BREAKDOWN
B_
ill fi.	



































- .:.- ! ^^ _
`^`
















































r^ j; ^ ^ ,^i : -3 c z ^ ^_ 1 ^ ^ _ -_^ ^_ ^ ^ , ,^,_
- n n .:	 t• x a o .. z v x a o- ,n n r rya, u- a -. ^ -h _ +. .a	 +, x a ^-' ^ z v xI s








',	 )	 _... .
,.^..	 ^
^)	 ^










_,	 ..	 .._.	 ..	







D = Delete	 Y=,ilagvears
	







r , 5 , i . 1. I P^oP^^1,A-ur TR-wks	 _ ^ d3c^ ^ a e o i	
-







1._.^.t	 •2. / L^eT^PrG^}L P.DWER l^5ota2at	 _	 ___
1_.3	 t',2.2 rn1TE&^gTro^/ to5010^02	 .-
^. ^. 2 Pf^oTr^cT nnr^l^C^mEuT of o $02	 __













--aDELETErC	 _FAt,c1C ---	 --	 --'-
aDELCTE•C	 PACE]C
^^aDCLETErC ^^• PACEIF	 —.~-----.--













a D E L C T E _, C	 F' A C E E A	
—._.___..._ _..^..__—	 _-
r^DELETErC	 VPACE6B^
_, aDELCTE rC---_,F`ACC 1A -_
aDELETErC	 PACC7B
aASGrT	 PACElBrF2/1/P05/2
aASCrU	 PACEIC•F2/73/7RK/13	 ^•, ^. ^`"^
aASG.0	 PACE1CrF1_/]/POS/2
aASC.0	 PA CEIE,F2/1/P05/Z .
aASGrU	 PACCIFrF2/]/POS/2




_ aASCrU— 	_PACE3ArF%/1/POS/2	 ,_
aASGrU	 FACE3DrF2/13/1ZK/13


























Y	 19T6 1977	 1978 1979 ADCAO
_ ENC22771 —.-2°344 - .___26f,11 --^2T93F,_ A2CA8	 w•___
G A	 ] 1
MA T__ _-- _A




A 8 C A B	
^L - r_.^011^	
t1	 ^1
_ A D C A 0	 OD	 rt^°^Gt' L^e^1^
MFGi7894 27542	 22637 237A9 AOCAp
— ,OTN21 964_,2E114 ---•2.6362-- 27F67.• __ _^ ABCAB	
_
ORA2Q16 p 24518	 25.747 271153 ADCAB
-	
TF,Gl7_779 _22(142	 23.155 _2432Fi^—ABCAB	 _
.	 • TSTZ0314 22176	 232.9(1 24442 ABCAB
`}
71
r- v..-	 .^..,	 ^^.	 •^.:	 -_.
^	 ^^ _












BN7LOT05nl p i nI 5n00	 90n0	 750p .2070 22(10 ^aG00	 6a p 0 Ep nOR
fitl77Q105f110101 55n0	 98p^ 70170 30n01800 7.50 5t100n	 6a0^
_
8n00N
BH 79[11 n571 p 1 p1 sn	 2n	 25 20 IS B 85nn0	 .25no 50nON
`BY79D3n5Tlifi101- 5	 4	 2 2 2 1 lo0(If]	 25no 1750.R
DY77n1 p 5 p In1D2 3	 5	 4 2 3 200npa 275UN
8H)9n1nFR101 p2 5	 4	 5 3 8 350pn	 750 R
_0N79nIfi5nlnlfl2 7	 7 6___ __4 _,	 1 p nn p 	„	 .. 6pOR
QY77nln5oln2(11 3	 3 1. 1^ 1 170nn N
E NP^_^^$_gy78nl(S-n;Q2f 1 i 2	 1 I. 2 6pC1n ^ R IIJS^ a CA	
'
	 `
B.Y73oln5tllU2f11 3.	 1	 ^ 2 3 65017 N
_EH?7Ll IL^:L^7n2 f12 enn.n	 7s pn=nnp_sopn _i5aa ____. _.__ __. H __
BN7sDln=n7azliz Bson	 7nnn	 zadn s5aa R
nt179n1R5nTn2l12 qn	 zD.__^-iv 7
----_
25 N
"- --oNTfinlri^^irii zsnn	 zalio 4ana --500--'6sao	 7saa a
etar7mn^nz p l 12	 1^ zn z I n pD N
nY7sn7risriz^ii I	 2 ^ 2 loon R
TiY79U1n5n2a1 1	 2 1 1 2nnn R
BM7o01F1^0202 15	 6 5 V 3000 R
0N77a1Ci5n2D2 20	 B 5 5 Bann	 znnn N
Dn7snioGriznz iz	 la 7 fi znpn N

























- —^oti^irac`^a^-^ee^`,c^r^1.5 A	 C PROJ vT CI1n5
1.5.1 AB C VEHICLE n105n1
^.t^— STAUCTUR l	 SYST H OlOG^101
1.5..1.2.2 PROPEICAN T 	 TANKS. p1n5DI01U I
'^.E.1.1. MAIN SHELL O1p5n1h102
1.ff.1.2 AVIONSCS SYSTEH 0105niD2 QQUS T^fe L' Art^S
^^. LEC'fRICAI	 PO	 R nln@01112	 1
1.5.1.2.2 INTEGRA71ON 01p5n102p2
1.5.2 PROJECi^ttAMAGENENT 0105n2
1..5.2.1 COST	 CONTROL MANA%EMENT Olo5n201




































PACEIG _	 _	 '
7XOT ^^ SYS4!115FC4, ZEROFI












-- f tiCE3B__ _	 ___._
aXflT SYSS•MSFC4.ZEROFL
racE^c '_	 _	 _ _
^aXflT SY54•MSFC4.ZEROFL
























4^ r ^ .-.
1
__	





—..	 ._	 _.._	 _.—^_
^7XflT SY54 •MSFC'^, 7.E170FL	 ^
^XOT SYS4•MSFCS,CHECKFL
w	 rACE1B.. ._.	 .._	 —.--._.	 __.._
7XJT SYSA+MSFC4.^EIECKFL
__:.	 rnccic_----- _.__..._	 .._	 _.	 __
^lXilT SYS^tMSFC$,CNECKFL

















































PACE7[i	 _ _ _	 ___
aXOT	 SYSS+MSFCS.CHECKFL




































Instructions for Correcting WBS Base Data Input. Errors
ER-01 INVALID TRANSACTION TYPE
' Cause: Transactior_ code not equal ''B", "C", or "D".
Correction: Resubmit with correct code.
ER-02 INVALID MANPOWER RATE
Cause: Manpower rate not equal "H'', "M", or "Y".
Correction: Resubmit with correct rate.
ER-03 INVALID FISCAL YEAR
Cause: Fiscal year not numeric. or equal to zeros.
Correction: Resubmit with correct fiscal year.
ER-04 INVALID WBS	 ,,l
Cause: Work breakdown structure not numeric or equal. to zeros.
Correction: Resubmit with. correct worl^ breakdown structure.
ER-08 TX COST ELEMENT NOT NUMERIC
Cause: Cost element contains letters, spaces, etc.
Correction: Resubmit with correct cost element.
ER-11 COLUMN 80 MUST CONTAIN"R" OR "N"
Cause: Incorrect character in column 80,	 i
Correction: Resubmit with correct code in column 80. 	 ',























. _ .	 _ . _.	
-	 --




_ - ._ .	
- -
I
FY	 ^ B . 5	 _^_-.
_




__ TEST	 ^ -OTHER ^M^^RL-f	 ^^`IRA^EL-f	 ^OTH OIR-f
i^
-'-^ O105000000000000^^-72988-	 80454 -46614 45998 2576) I849p 359200 35650	 21252	 _3
760105000000000000 ^	 9199-`^	 t102C^ - ^ 6900^^ ^y 6270 ltlOq 1060 51980 15180	 4600~
^^ '- 770105008000000000 -'"' ^"'2654D^-^'28 lDS"-X2 3 6 63-"- ^-( 65 1 8 EQ24'9 3893 `!6!920 8280^^890
-' 780IOS000OAOODOODO--'-1 66 72"-'-'""! 8.751 - -J8I4Z--'"--11325"-"-7D55' -7903--115920 5730"-9'6DD-
+
.i













_ , . __a.... ^.^...Y _ ........ _..a_.
	 ^,.._ _..	
_ ..i...w.^.^.w.,i. ^.._ u_+.ct.uu..t.liaw.ia.:...^.^.. ^.






















._	 -^^V - .~-.	 '--'--urvcn----w«rn^-^--^--T^^/d^^---^r^'o^n^^---^_ ---^r '
-_-^ ^oso^ouopnnwoo^-----s^^z^-^---'a^^^a-------9s^x^------s^^^^------^sfs^------^/s^^—'''-^,o»^^-----l^^^^----'-iIzs^-
-^^g^o^o'vnnoouo^v^-------^^^b----- o^uo------^vum ----xa,o-----^ x/n°----- '	 -'- °a000 - '--'sszu ---	 y ^oo -
- 77o^oso^0000nnnoov au^^------^!"as^------^^^ai------lc^*v'-----in^,^------z^*^- ''-- ^s^s^o ---- -''sszn ---	 vupn^
-7»o^oso^cononuuouo------^au^v------ /z^ys------ u^+z^'----' u^rz---^--'' rnss-----'-^^wn----'-^/svzo'----- ^zvvo-----'^^^oo-
i	




DATE 27 APR 76 HANPOWER SUMMARY IN HANNOURS	 DESIGN °TO°COST FACTO R 0.92
' - p'Y	 ^ g g	 _ _ __^ENG _	 ^-HFG __ _----TtG -	 •- ---esRA	 ----TEST_...-•—OTHER _^ - "?f-11TRC-f	 _-TR^A'YEL^f ' .-.OTFi-DIR-S
'-' -0I050 1 04 0000000II 30385	 3 " 7898 -Z$658' tbial"-'"^"T5225`—"'-"x'793 -312800-'—Zb330-"—'-`Z'T-Z5Z^
" 76010501 Q100000000 "-^--" ' 4 500'-4 ' ---- BZ80` ^ ` 6900 _--- I840 -`	 " d 104	 --^_ •' ^-- 46000 ' S5yp '4600
- 77030501010000000Q"'
-'EQ y 70'	 17756'"--"--13653' "6.366	 -i'066--`•^^	 690 138000' 5520 9890"
7 6 Oi05010100000000'"" 5219	 -'35?I 9yg4-'--JY49^'-391q	 1'YOpT10400749Dy-600"'














pATE 27 APR 7b MANPOMER SUMMARY IN MANNOURS DESIGN^TO^COST FACTO R ^ 0.92
-^`T"°`118-5— HFG`-----7LG- --- ^- Q+RA- TES1- ------OTHER --	 M^TRI^s	 - -TRAVEL^f OTC O1R^s -ENG	 --




4800 8.280 6900 IIOy 46000 5520 46001840
t^ "	 770105010101000000 -- .6060.---^.^
- 8'y0-___..__>^ 844p
	 . - -- 276p -	 1656_.. ---_-	 --	 69p - y8000 --- ----^ .5520 ----7360	 '
—780105010IO1000000 ^I499	 - 299 374; 2999 -2249	 1200	 - '78200
_	
2300 - 9600	 ^
140105010101000000
','



















^â^L=_.. ..	 ..	 ,	 ....	 _	 ....,	 l 	 -	 ..	 --...	 ..i	 ., ...	 _ _	 ... ..-.^_,.1 .._ ...	 ..	 .........	 ,_-_ ,.,,...v.^^.. v^....-e...., a	 -..-	 .._..	 - _	 1-., .....	 w_.. ^r.c-.. ^.,^^r_ ...^.^	 n	 ^..ae...-...v.ir^	 _x. ^..... _....-...-_^^,.-_..ut^.^ia_- 	 _. ^.	 .... ^...
+	 u	
_.
OA.T£.Q5..17.AY-_76.-------- .--.P-ROJECI:-48C-• PRO.,lE'CT- _ ._.___...._.-_ __ _-_-_	 -OESL^N TO-0057-. FACT O R_ ^_ C.q2 ___.__- •
..CBS 1.5-_ siTLE- ABC.PftOJE[S.	 _--.	 RECURRlNG-_!,._NONRECURRING_CDSTt _-_
_ . ELEMENTS OF CAST-_-.- Fy.-'__76.	 ._ FY_ .. 7 7	 _ _	 F-y.._7g-___.^ Fy_ ^-7 9_ 	 py_a.----- ._ FY - - --- _FY --_--	 -_ FY---..._,._TOTAL- ---
ENGR• ---._ HOURS ____---- ..___-..9,199.	 _. __.26,Sy0-•- ---16,672--- 20.6.27----	 _ _•-_-... -	 --	 __---_._ __-_.-__	 ._- --_--.- --72,988--
LABOR/OH S 106,T8y 343,162 226,356 293,997 969,799
- Mph ---- HOURS^ 11,020) 2R, i,^,5 -+-_`18, 7 51 2).,578	 -----	 - xOr95y
LA90RlOH S .---- IOCr 6 02 - -- •'3iB,874 ---'- 2 16.,555-_.--279029	 -. -.-'--'--	 ---- 9COrD60-
. TOOLING - 510URS
	
_	 _°- ----	 6x9)0-	 _._._ 23,663 _..	 9,192.	 - --_	 6.909--_-.-__.---------- -------------•--__-._--- --°	 45*619
LAO^R/OH s 62,583 266,090 96,18( B5,7yx
- --
510,602
^ r RA' HOURS v - 6.270 !6,519 `11,325 --11,885 95.998
.583+913..
----- --- -
LA:90R/DH 5-.-._ b y .'!87 _._ 2 ) 6 , 624 -__-... !98.7.65	 _ 169eC37	 -----	 ------------------------._._ _-. ____V_
TEST	 ----- HOURS.	 ---------- 1.109_._,_.__ 10,289 -----_	 7,055	 .. _-	 7+355 ---------------°.- ----- ---	 ..	 .__-_.____- .,_._-..	 25,763-
LA80R/OH	 S iT^4y2 115,957 83,829 91717 302,994
.^ OTHEK
	 y HOt,6Z5	 --- 1 x060 - 3,593 3,403 9,9d4-• -.18,990
.--. LABOR/OH s^__ 11,87x-- 95,39$ ---- 52„995	 ---. 1 40, 4 74	 --------.______- .--_--- ..------.----- - -250x643 -
TOT L8R tI0UR5	 _-- .__- 35,SD3	 _..._.i,;8,b18 -- -_	 65,8 y 8 79,338 -_.___-- --_--	 ___	 _-_.289,307 _-
LABORlOH 5 ]572?b ir286o1J3 x29,180 1,050,452 3r51B4O1i
'MATERIAL ^	 SUBCO'N. Slr98Q 165,920 115.'920 24,38p	 ^ -354,.200
MATEH7AL OVERHEAD 9.158 !2,459 4,Z7y 1.950 26x336
TRAVEL 15,!80 8,287 5,,750 6,440 35.650
OTHE K-- --- ---4,b^J0 9'890 4+600 2,P62 21,252
SUBT O TAL EST.-COST ^-933,5 ° a !,979,197- ---959'729 1,D±85,389-	 --	 _--	 - - 3.957,949
^G + A EXPENSE 4,651 162,7D6 105,570 !19,392 435.319
TOTAL EST.	 [05T 480,845 1,6y1^95J 1,!)65,299 1,204,776 4r392e768
FEE
GRANO^TOTAL 4BC^r845 1,641.853 1,065,29ti 1:,209,776 4.392,768
- ^ ----..	 --	 ------..---_----- -----__ ,_ --ES C ALA T IO N -RATES-	 ---------	 ._	 ------
MATEKIAL--^-SLLBCON^--°-_.-.DOD--_____._DODO-----.000 --_ ._-,OCO 	 -	 _---	 ---
























GATE OS t1AY 76 -.-----.- --	 PROJELT-ABC .?ROJ^CT -	 ...-___.^--	 .._ -. --	 --DESI6N-TO'COST_FA{TOR-x._0.92---
_Wg5 I t5,1 - ---------------:71ILE-A8C VEriLCLE_- --.,	 -.- __-- ---_ -_	 aEruRR-LN.G--L--h O1,tEECLFa rti^ r pS-I-S --
ELEHE N TS OF C-0ST	 __ _.f.Y_:^	 76	 __.FY.-	 77	 --^_F.Y -	 78	 ._.FY - 79 _-.._-^Y--__	 _EY--	 ---F-Y -	 ---F-Y---------ZOTAI.	 ----
-ENGR!___:HQURS_^_..__.-__--___.41690__-__-23,24D_--=,.__ 13,069,____...16,064 - 56,973--
LABOR/OH S 53.,438 3Dp,493 177,438 228,960 760,329
M FG	 HOURS 8,28D 24,656 13,645 16,672 6],253706.+-49.1-
---	
--LABOR/OH-S- 75588--270,964 15'7,586---•--202,348
-TOOLING--HOURS------- -6,9D0----23,663---- 8,142- -6909_ 45..6!'1--51D^602
LA80R/OH S 62583 Zd6,a9D 96,161 85,7yg
4 ••	 RA	 HOURS 1840 12,769 8,472 9,162 32,24.3
_.	 -^	 LABOR/-OIt^.__^_l8,9.2.4 -.__-159,727.	 ..-_ !{1,288--.•-	 L26,Y54- 416,393-
..TEST_ _.-_.-	 HDQRS--_--- ---- - 1.104 - --- (J,249---	 -- 7,D55--- 7,355-------.- _	 _ 25x763--
LABOR/OH S 11442 115,957 63,828 91x717. 302,944
OTHEK	 HOURS	
^
Y 2, 493 1,200---- _7^eI3 11506
..	 _,,.- __-	 -LABOR/OH..i -_ ._31.1-943 ...(6,'140- --! 10.280- 158,363--
LBR.__HOUN^	 -_LOT- -1272.4.- --97,070 _51.,563 _6.1,975- 235,352-
LABOR./OH	 i 221,975 I^145^179 b42^461 845,507 2,855122
MATEKIAL	 + SUBCON, 46,D00 154,560.^.--11S,i2.0 -_-24,380--- 34.0,860
MATEMIAL OVERHEAD -^. --- 3,680 •-_ 12,365	
-
9,274 ----	 1,950 77269
TRAVEL 5, 520 5 52D 2y990 2,3Dp 16,330
OTHE M 4,A^0 9,890 4,600 2162 21252
SUBTOTAL ET. COST - 28!,775 1,327,514	 •-_--775,245 876,299 3^260r833
G + A EXPENSE 3D^995 !46.,027 85,277 96,;393 358.,692












D ATE .05_ J1dY._76-,.-__.- .__-._-PROJE-CS-ABC:--P'ROJEU_ -... ---- -----	 -__ -DESIGN-TO • COST -F.AC^TOR-^-^.9^	 ---
^, MBS. 2.5.1.1._._.,_._ 71SLE.-STRULTLRAt-SYS'TEM- ---REtURRiNG.L- N6N RECU
R RIN G --CO S>_5--	 ----
ELEMENTS OE-COSS._- ._ FY--_7 6... _-_ FY_-- 77^.._	 FY. = 7B _._.__FY.,^._74._ -_. FY- - -. __	 FY-R......_	 _ FY	 -._-	 --	 FY-^---	 -----TOTAL-----	 ^--
ENGR . -	 HOURS.	 ,._
__.
	 _.
.4x600 . .__.._-1Gx470 _° - 5x244- ---10x066--_ ._._ -____^- __ .__ _-_-----___._._...__.__	 _,_--------.----	 30x385	 ?
403.552
LAAOR/OH S	 53x438 135,377 71x266. 143x471








_	 1 7 ^ 756
3 x 599 8.263 37.898	
_^
--•.-	 -.-___	 412.579
-_.._.....'-_....LABOR/OH-s----75a58R` - -•--195xi38 4i x565	 - 100x288-	 .._...__ --•._	 ___	 _	 _----__..	 ,_.	 -	 ._	 _....
-TDOLI N G- HOURS - _-_ -..&x900 —.._. 1.3x65.3------ 4x499 --' -3x606---
-•—___--_..-_...—__.-_—.- ----. 28x658_-
LAAOR/OH S	 62x583 .153x528 53x147 44x754
314x012-
Q a RA





-_	 '_ - LABr1R /OH 3-	 ----1.8x924- ---- 79x632 --- 45x306 --- 62x192--------.--_. _.-.-.	 ------ -`-----^
--TEST	 HOURS :-_`	 ix I Q Y ____-	 7x^b6	 -_- 3x4y9- _._	 3x606----------	 ^^--___._--- ------- 15.225
	 '^
IABORLO H S	 1!x442 79x945 40x981 44x967
177x335
..	 . _-	 ^




_.	 _	 _.- LAAOR / O H £------..	 .- ._ _-8x84E----- Iba140 ----- 33x918- _.-----------__




LAAOR/ON 3	 2211975 652x461 268x405 429,590
.- . -	 -	 ^
MATERLAL
	
♦ 	 SUACpt.,.	 46x000 138x0011 110x460 18r4D0 r	
312,800
t














'OTNEK 4x600 Yx890 9x600 2x162
21.252	 ^
--
SUBTOTA	 ESTs COST	 281x775l 816x911 395x22.7 953x	 24 lx947x837	 ^_	 '
- ^G	 +^A	 EffiPEN4E 30,995 89,860 43,475 49x932
214x262











GATE	 OS	 nAY	 76 _. ____. ___	 _	 _ PROJECT-ABC P.RO^fECT.. _ ._- . - ^._-_.... __ Q ESIGN-TII-COSS_ FACiOR_^ D.92--
^^ WBS	 1.5.1.1.1	
... _. —^ : __ .-- _TITLE- PR GPE :LLAN?_ T A N K S . -- --	 -. R^.C_^BBLN.6_I^SIQNRESURSI^fi...tR^LS --
,^ ELEMENTS OE COST. ____.EY,- .76	 _._..F.Y -	 77..	 .__s_FY^ -	 78 -_..__EY .-.79	 __fY	 - ^F.Y._-	 FYI_	 EY - T OTAL
ENGRe_:,_
	
H1111RS._ _.—_ -. 4rb00.^,- .5.*.760.._^^—.4,499 _ __9,016-- 23,I75It^
LABORlOH s 53x438 65,426 61,09] 12A,505
=-
30Br452
A MFG HOURS 8.280 9,740 2,999 7,213 27,232
_	 _....__LA:30R/OH-^ 75x588__. 96,x753-----39ob35 Fi7,544 _293820--
$ f TOOI, IN& _.HOURS .._ _ 6r9UD _-	 b,9y0... _._. 3,749--	 _._ -- 3,6D6- ------ - 20x695---224x042LA90R/OH 62x583 77.,418 44,287 4Ar754
,^ p	 4 - KA	 .HOURS .^ - ' - • l. B 4Q ^ '2,760-- ^^2,499 '-_3.^^bD6 11r2D5
"^
_ _	 LABOR/OH.f__^Lfl.92 4 __._._34,525__-._9, 3 95 .49,770 142r61Y__
^?j .,TES7	 .-._HOURS	 __-_:._ _.:1x104__ --_1,656._.___.2,.249_. _ 3,6D(, 8,6.15-




._	 _	 ..	 .._
OTHER	 HOUR$
_
690 1x200 Ir8II3 3.693	 j.
LABOR/OH s ._-	 -_---	 8,841	 ,.-____..16,140 ----= 25,449 - _ —	 50,93Q__	 ra
TOT LBR	 HOI1R5	 ._._--:__.22s72`I.___._ 25x346..----_17,695_.^.__28,$5p 99x615-_	 ^!
LABOR/OH S 221x975 2.95,499 .222x263 380.,989 lrlZix226
-	 MATERIAL + SUBCON. --46^GD0 46,000 78x200 9,200
'
179.,400
MATE K IAL OVERHEAD 3x680 3x680 6x256 736






---	 Sr520 • -^	 2.300 . 2r300^ 15x640
M DTHEN- -_ ^^--J-- 9rbOD 7x360 -	 4,bCD 1,.610 • 18,170.
SUBT OTAL EST. COST^^2B1r775 35.8,559 313619 394,835 1..348,788	 _
_	
...__.. ^





















	 I.S TITLE•ABC'pR00ECT	 REtORH1NG COSTS ONLY
^OFT ELEM-P_N75COST FY	 76	 FY	 78	 FT	 71	 FY •	 FY	 TFY	 ^fY
	 FY TOTAL -^
EN^R•
	 HOURS 9,99b







- H F6 -_- .—HOURS 11.970-_-_.-___I5.492-
	 12s901	 -` 40.71-
1-ABUR/OH s 109,397	 178.917	 ISb,579 999•By3
T OOLIN G 	HUURS 7,.500
	
9,775	 3,920 l6. 195
._,_._.._	 I.ABOR^OH. i •Br02g-----56•y07	 98.651 173^083--
-Y-i.RA_.--HOURS
	 --























_7.BB9_LABUR/OH f 12.909	 26.x.62	 6'5.539 103x805
TOT LBR
	






	 91.000	 20.000 1.17.SJO_.





	 _ _ 16 •500
	 1..750	 .-9.500 2,150_
_OTHER.	 ^ G.000	 .._	 2^i50 Z. ]5'0_ t
_S Ll dl0iA1--LSI-..-_Cn sT K7o.,_86 ► 	 ^2d^1y2	 ^i5.ia 2 $ t	 72^	 sc^
t
i
















1 -	 -^	 _.	 _
SATE 04 %AT 76 PRpJECT-ABC PROJECT DESIGN•TO-0051 (ACTOR •
	 !•DO
^H85 l.5 ~^^' ^ ^^TITLE-A8C PROJECT NONRECURRING CO5T5 ONLY
E.LEHENTS. OF rpST FY - T7^	 ^fY - 78 -^ - FY ^ 7 9	 FY '^ FY -	 FY --_.—_._.- FY	 -	 FY	 -	 TOTAL
EN^fZ, riDURS 2B,ey6	 6,446
	
9,,529 45,212
_._._^	 .,I.AE}Ott /OH S 372979_	 9^.4`ifl___-11`3s669 __	 ..	 _601.,^1G_
^MFG __, .HOURS .3p,549_
	 4,890^_^:._11,64G ._	 __97.079










HOURS . __ 17,955	
.4.9'1	 _b^Ubl _ 28 X417__
LA80H./OH	 S 2.24,599	 57,812
	
a3, 654 ^	 366.065
TEST NoUkS 1l^.140	 2,495	 4,J75 17,660
---_^._._^ LAiSOR/QFJ_s Zb,03a	 ^29,C51
	 .SD,815-------
--	
^._.---_^. _ _	 205.,904._
— OTHER` HOURS	
_ 3,851	 2,282	 __6,28p
_12,413_.
LABOR/OH S 49.,343	 3C,b93	 &8,642 16.8,678












	 6•Ei;,{1	 520 X1•'100_.
____TRAVE(____,r._ ^_
_9tD-2p	 4a50D	 2.SOp —16,000
,^OJHER
_._ ! 'G^7_.54	
_,	 $,000	 —. X5,750	 _
„SUk3i0TAL EST •	COST 1,607,7y4	 416,417.	 $54.150 ^Z8.311—
G + A EXPENSE 176.8^Z^	 4fi.,8C6
	 bf..a457 83,6:15.--














._...«.a...,.,.e..^ ..............e,.	 .. _
	 ^^e__..e.,....s:...u,......... 	 _	 -	 ......^...	 .....^............	 .......rw	
-	







`^'	 -	 DATE 04 NAY	 76	 --^
-	
PROJECT-q8t PROJECF DESIGN-TO-COST FACTOR n 	 1•DO
'1	 H85	 Y.5 TiTiE -ABt oROJECT
^_...
RECURRING f, NONRECURRING COSTS
3	 ELEHENTS OF COST Fw	 -^ 76 FY	 - 77 FY - 7A FY - 79	 FY -	 FY ^	 FY -	 FY - TOTAL
-	 ENGR• -_ _HOURS ._	
_ -__-




_.._ _	 _ LABORlOH	 3.. _ .--- . 115,53!	 --__ -.	 372,979	 ---- 246,029	 -.. 319,567
	 ---	
__.	 _	 _-__	 .-^__	 .__-- _------_-_-_-- 	 ---._.-	 '.._----- --	 1 e054, lAb
MFb HOURS
	 _. ----	 l l •978	 .___. gJ,544 .--- -_	 20,SA2 --. 24,541	 -------•----	 ----^--^__--.-	 -	 87.450.
LABOR/OH S 109.347 !35,739 235e392 297.854. 975.327
TOOt.JNG HOURS 7eS:00 25e720 9,850 7,510 49e5R0
..-	 _ LABOR70H_S_-- .---.--_6Ae025 -__.2.89,7 . 2'.1
	 _- 10 4 ,545'-- -	 - 93,207-•	 -------------_	 _	 ____.__...__ 554,498._
:i	 --	 0	 i	 Rl. HOURS	 _.._.._._._ -.-	 b,AlS. __	 17,955	 - -'-	 !?r310 __. 1 1.1 9 19 __-^-------------'------`--	 --^ - -----	 N9	 949 -•











!^ LABOR:/OH-._.. --	 12. 437	 - --	 17.6,038	 -- 91.123 - -- --	 99, 6 9A---	 ---	 -_-	 ___-_-------.-..379,296---
_-OTHER HOURS --	 Ir152 __	 3,9.51 _	 4.242	 _-- i0r 8 52	 ---- 20.,097,.-
t^ LA80R/OH S 12e909 y"9,343 57,055 153.,176 272ryA3
,i	
TOT	 LBR HOURS 3Be590 .118,061 71.579 86,238 319e463
t	 ...	 _-. LABOR' / OH_S_.^-^88r341 --- - -1rJ97r 9 1 y 	 __.__ 895rA48 ---1e141rB10- 3rB23r913-
MATERIAL •	 SUBtON._.- ^-	 5b,500	 ----	 17b,000 "_	 12b,000-----	 2 6e 5 00---	 ------°- •—	 3BSe000 --
i({	 - HA'TERTAL-i OVERHEAD.- ---4e530^_.__14,080-----lOe080.--- --30e800--2e120
TRAVELi ___.. !Ib•500 9,000 _-_	 6,250 -__ _	 7,.00.0 ---	 ---	 --- ---- 38.750_
OTHER ----- -	 5,000 IDe750-- -	 5,000	 -- 23.100---2e350
	
---
_.SUBTOTAL EST•	 COST.	 470eBb1.-_ Je607^744---1.043e178--1e17Vr7Bp --•^y301r5A3-
t_	 - G	 +	 A- EXPfiNSE-.__... --____- 51.795 176eA52._.- 11 y e750	 -- ]2.9,776	 .--------- --------------- ---- .__._	 473r173.^-
TOTAL EST.-COSF-------- 522e 6 56--- --1 0 7 8 9,59b-^-ie157e928---- 1e]09e556----^.--^	 -	 ---	 ---	 - -9i77yr736--
FEE- ._.-	 .-	 _	 .. __-
	
__. _ ---.. _..__. -
}	 _..GRAND._TOTAL....-----.-.-^.-_.^522^656_^.^.^7B9r596---1r157r92B-- tr309,556 .--..-
	
-	 4s774.734-
i -^ ^-"	 ESCALATION RATESi	 _ ._	 _	 _




TRAVEL.	 •000	 0000	 •000	 •000
__._.	 ._- -._ .^^_-.._ _ _	 _.	 _- . _^.. _	 __T ___._.	
_	
,--







`C^'{:.a.YYb_..^...» . ...^vsm....^._.._S^`v.^.-.- .... . 	
....._-s....-..n.-...d..wer....^nav^..-. _^.m.:^..































U^TE C5 HAY 74
	 PK03ECT -ABC PkuUECT	 DcS1GN - Tu - GUST FACTUN n 1.U0
p85 1,S
	 TITLE-qdC PHUJECT	 - - --	 __	 _"'"--- --- - -K EC U RkING i, NON kE CUkRING COS75^
i	 ELtnENTS O F COST	 Fy	 7b	 FY - 77	 FY - 78	 FY - 79	 Fy -	 iY -	 FY -	 FY -s
ENOR, HOURS 9 945 28 846^ 18x121 22421
_	
..._LgBUIt /OH-S-- --^.--115.,531- +J72.979 24d,D29 3.19,567_
MfU__^__HUURS_._^._._.- .._11,978 .30,544
_20,382_ 24,541
LAEiUR/Oit	 3 IOV,347 335,734 23y,392 297,ro54
TOULINb NUUN.S 7,SOU 25s72U 8,BS0 -7^SlQ
_-_..-^_,^_.Lpt3UR^UM_S _,.,d8z025 ___,_ . 384,221 _1U4,54S^-
__93,207
._ y 	• _kA__.NUURS 6.kf15 .__._17.vS5.__ 12,310__ 12,919 __
LABOR/OH g 70.042 224,599 16.1,704 !78,308
	 --	 --
TE57 HUUkS
	 ^^' L^20U I1.14U 7,669 7x995
_-__	 ._	 __.___ LABOR/O.tLS._^12, 937___1.26.D38_._.__91,123^___94,698^-
UT HER_____:kiUrJRS_.




	 S 12,404 49.343 57.OSS 153,1.76






HATER[AL _+ SUy40iv,^ 56,500-_„___176,OOJ 126x000 26,500




UTHERw__._____^...._,....__,._ SrO'OD 10,75) 5,000 2,3Sp
_SItcTOTNL EST._CO^T 470.84.1 1,607,744 1,043,178 1,179s78p
G ♦ A EXPENSE 51,79.5 176.852 !14,750 129,774
--
TgTAL EST. COST 52.2,656 1x784,596 1,157,928 1,30.9,556




^	 LLHATERI/1L + SUBCON. .000 .000 ,000
.OUD
TRAVEL •000 .000 .000 .OUD
OTHEK
.000 .000 .000 .OUD


































^ e	 ,	 ,
^`
DA T..E_p9_.MAX---7b.--- _-..._PROJECT -ARG PROJECY- --_ _ . __.- _.__..-_.	 -_.-_._	
-DESIGN-.TO-COST FACT O R . 2. 1.00	 .-. _^___-_^.
^WRS	 1.5	 _	 .__ _.__	 _	 TITLE -ABC	 PROJECT.. ___
	 ___. RECURRING
	 G NONRECURRING_.COSTS---__-. --.-_--
^,




-FY -	 79	 _-_-_py_ .._ __ _-_..__F Y
	
_	 FY.	 FY_^ _ ___- __ TOTAL




^? LABOR/OH	 S 115,531 372,979 246,C29 319,567 1^D54v106
-
H FG	 HOURS I1 x978 36,544 27,392 24,541 87,450
,'. -	 .-.-	 taBOR/OH-s_-___lp ?.,347 _...._335,734 T_ 235,392 --_297 B59,	 __-___	 __--	 _	 _. _ _ _-___..	
---_- 9 7 8 ,322	 ----
}^
_7001,rLNG-HOUR$-.- _ 7sS0U 25,720 8,850 __7,S1O-. 49,580---
LAB4R/OH	 s 68,025 289,221 104,545 93,2D7 554,998




;Z _- - --1,A80R/OH._i___._ 7 p ,09Z .-- --224,594. _	 _<^161,704 _.____I78,308;l
-7E 5T
	HDQRS- 1,2D0 -11,140- 7x664 7,995
--28,004--
is LABOR/OH	 S 12,437 126,^?38 91.,123 94,b98 329,296
{ OTHER
	 HOURS 1.152 3,851 4,242 10x852	 ^-- 20,097	
-
a = -_.LA50R10H	 s.-- -	 12,409-- 49,343 - -	 57,55 _	 ---	 -___ ---- - - -_^. _	
_.__. ------- - __
_	 15:1,.176	 - 272 r 483
























-RAVEL 16,830 9,360 6xb%S 7,56D





_--	 -	 __	 _ _	 _	 ---	 -...- -







^ 1	 616	 57,	 1 11053,045 -	 ^---	 - --^^1,183,249 -4,325,438
t--__-__.__.._. _^	 _.. _ _^ _ __ _. -_
i
G	 +	 A	 EXPEF!SE 51,983 177,823 115,835 130r7^7 475,748






__- ___. - ----------_ - ___
;i GRAHO TOTAL 524,556 1.,79'4,394 1,168,880
_	 _-	 - ----
!,313,9-06 4xpO1x236
_	 __	




_ - ------- __....--- ---- ---_-_ .___ _	 --'
c^ HATIRrA	 s i e:Cl]li ,^iZ:,L _.421 .Il25 _026_	 w
^;











































E.LE n EN.T_S._UF. COST _._..__F.Y. z 76	 __
...






t4,2D5	 17,461 61,926_	 ^
^F LABOR/OH S SR,085 326,612	 192,fl61 .248,872 826,43D	 f
sa
%^
r'^._ _. __.._ .	 _ -	 - - - ---
MFG	 HOURS.






-- ' - - ^ ----"
18,121
--^ ---- -	 --`
68,753
	 i
!^ __.-_.^-...LA60R10H.._S___.`- 82x161	 - -.294,532.	 t71r295.____2;]9,435-._..^^__ .-____.-.767,423_._
.st
..LP...OLCN.fi-:hDUp5_ 2x50'0._- 25^72C	 8,95p 7.r51 D y9,B80__
^^
^it
LA90RlOH s 68^D25 2R9^221	 104,545 93,207. 554,998
,:






._,^...__.._LA90RlOf1_5.^__T2Ga570._.____173^625 ^.^.12n,969___^_137r454^..__^. ^_	 __.`__..952.x618___
1F_SL	 HOURS_ 1.e2D0 11,140...7_,669 7,895 2B4O04 _
,^
:1
LA80R/OH s l2, 437
^..__.
126x038	 91,.123 99x698 3291296
':;^
_._^.. __---.._ _. - -	 _ ---:__
OTHER'	 HOURS







`st _..__.	 _	 .__LABOR/OH _---__^.	 --- -_- 34.,723----__. 	 17,539 ._119r865_^ _	 -	 ---.-_-----_-_-..172,127_,__
y -TOT.^RR-HOURS._._._. 24.700 .105,510---56,p6^ 69.,538_ _255,817__
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__	 _-^	 ^_. ..	 _-
_	 34.9x513
---^(.4^CO4 -2x317 -^ 3tx160^-1 MATERIAL OVERHEAD 4xOB4 10x755
,^


















G + A'EXPENSE 33,840 159x641	 93,758 105.117 -3q^2,356^ i
^















JZATE_t3Y^1AX-..7.b -P.RDJEC.T^ABC. PROJECT-_.._ _	 OESIGN .S.O-[OSI^'^CS.OR_a_ 1..00 _._._^
;^.
'^ !CBS. 1.5.L.I. _-. -^>_____ -_	 _TITLE-S TR U CTURl^L.- SYSTEM :	 _______ _______,_RE^URR-ING.b._NONRE[URRLNG._[0575._-_..__.-.-__
^^ ELEMENTS OF COST _ _Ex. ^	 T6	 ___ -^Y	 .. 77	 _._ .F.Y_ t 7d	 _—FY_ . 79	 __- -FY_:	_ FY_..	 T_F-Y---._	 -FY^_^-----TOTAL	 -.
_EN.GR_	 HOURS. S,COII _1.1,360_ ,_5,705 1C.991
-.33,026_-
LABOR7pH 3 SR O85 147	 141^ 77	 457, 155,942 438.,627
MFG.-HOURS	 - -- - 9,ODD 19x3p0 ^	 3x912`
^	
8x981	 _-^-- --^	 - i	 41x193
,t
-_.	 -	
- 1A80R/OH--S- ...--82,161 --
----
2 1 2 x I D7 ^-
-----45x 1 80 ----- 1D9xp02--•--^—
	 ---	 ----'---- ----
	 44 8 x450	 -
.;^ -IQ11L-1+ir-HOURS- x ,500- j_4r940 4,A90 -3,920 31x150---
LABOR/OH°S 68.,025 166xR76 57,76E 48,651
	 ^ 341,318
ti	 +	 RA	 HOURS 2,D90 6,920 3,749 4x898 17	 Sb7
- 
-------LABOR/OH S- 20,570 - _ _.	 86,562---^^49x247	 _..,.., 67^60Z 223	 981
--	 x	 -
.j
^ ..ZEST 	HOURS 1.20 0 	.7x680 _._3.x749-^-_:_3s92p _.16.,549.__
LA80R/OH ; 1.2,437 B8xA92 44x54.6 .48,882 192x757
OTHER	 HOURS 750 1,304 2_x612 4xFb6
i
------.^-,_LABOR/Oi_S_^__--- ^_. 9x610-.^. 17x539._^_}6x868 -- --
	
__^-.—_ _	 6y.017-•
'? ,S.DL LTj.R__HDLRS— _2.4.,700 ^O,B7 0 21..3U 9	35x272 144x151—
,^ LABOR/0M S 247r27R 709x190 291x735 466x947 1x709,150
--	 --
j MATER7AL +	 SUBCON, S1 x650 156x30Q 1.28x040 --	 ' ------21 r86p ----i _	 ^-357x250
M ATERIAL OVERHEAD 4,.084 12.x.504 10x243 1749 28x580
TRAVEL 6x120 6x240 3,445. a2x700 18,505






	 E'ST.	 COST . . 307,632 895x46.8 438x838 495.853 2,137x791
G + A EXPENSE 33x840 98x501 48,272 54x544 235x157




























^	 DATE n4 Nay-j^ P^OJ^CI-^B.C_P.RO,JECT,^, _ DESIGK-TO-COST FeC7^R-=._1..,.OD-
wAS	 1.5.._1.).}-I_- ,_,_TjTLE-PROPELLANT^7ANKS ___ _
_...
_____ ,RECURR )_NG_G^19NRELURRINGSOSIS












FY -	 f Y -	 FY - ___jOTAL
„F^ GR, 	 H OUR S 5000
	 5,5^'3 4,g9D 9,x00 25,190-
LABOR/OH S 58085	 71x115 66,392 139,679 335271
N FG	 HOURS 9,r.n0	 9,500 3,260 --^ 7,84p _	 -_	 _.__.29,600
_	
-.LABOR/OH._^___g2,161._- .__ID4,4G5 -- 37,650.._.__-95,159_._- _ X14,370 -
^	 TnO1tM^	 HOURS .7^SQ n
	7,OOD 9,DZ5 x ,920. y22, 95 -
LABgR/OH S 68,025







-- .-----LABOR/OF1. 5__--- 20,574_ -__ 37,527.-.--42 r 823--- .54 . ., 104 .. 155,024.--
.	 ZES.>-_HOURS ^_1.,2D 0 .1,9D0 ..2,445 3e920
-..9.,365._-
LABORIOH S 12,437
	 20,365 29,051 48,882 110,735
•	 pTHER








	 '+ 1x360 102,N44..-LABOR/DH S 2y1.27B	 3?1,737 241,S9J y14,135 1,21gr7y3
HATFRIAL + SUBCON. 5.1,050	 52,100 '90,.695 10x930 ?04,775
MATER7A1,
	 OVERHEAD ^ y,084^
	
4,1.68 7,256 - 874 ^ ^- -16,382
TRAVEL 6120
	
6,240 2,650 2,700 !7,710
OTHER ^ 5,100
	
8,360 5,375 1,934. 20.,764
Sl18TOTAL EST. COST 307.632
	
392,605 347,569 430.573 1',478,379
G	 r	 A.EXPENSE . 33,840
	





















PROCEDURES FOR PROCESSING SENSITIVE SEB JOBS
}^,
BY COMPUTER SERVICES OFFICE. ^'
PUP, POSE: <i
(f
The following paragraphs establish responsibilities, and outline procedures for
I^	 r
;	 ,
ptuzching of input data and receipt, scheduling of processing, control and dispo- ^	 ^:
sition of computer jobs, program card decks, magnetic tapes and printed '^






Input data will be punched by requesting activity or scheduled to be punched by
the Huuntsville Computer Complex, AHO1, l^eypunch section.
	
The requesting ''
-	 activity will contact Mr. Clayton McGee, or Mr. John D, Gibbons, AH32,
453-4181, for establishment of priority and a definite "Start Time, " if





will be hand carried by a monitor from the requesting activity to the keypunch
supervisor.	 The monitor will observe the keypunch operation until. completion.
Cards containing errors must be turned over to the monitor for disposition.. 	 At
completion of the job, the monitor will .carry back the erroneous cards, all
transmittals, valid card decks, and/or tapes pertaining to his job.
SCHEDULING COMPUTER TIME:
Offices requiring sensitive computer Wins must contact Mr
	 C. L. Cozelos,
AH23, 453-3347, or Mr. J. T. Felder, AII21, 453-3341.	 An approximate .
"Start Time" will be agreed upon for stai^:ing the sensitive run.
DELIVERY TO COMPUTER: ^^
The requester will be responsible for providing a monitor to deliver all neces- ?^
i	 sary program-decks/tapes, data., magnetic tapes, and any other material ,
required for processing sensitive material to the input/output control desk





All sensitive .jobs must meet normal job submission requirements.
	
The moni-
tor, upon .arrival. at the. control. desk, will inform the: control clerk that he has
a sensitive ,run.	 The control clerk will not: accept the job., but will immediately










If Dr. Morelock and Mr. Bedsole are both unavailable, Mr. Cozelos will be
contacted. Dr. Morelock, Mr. Bedsole, or an acceptable alternate will be
responsible for necessary preparations of the computer area for processing
of sensitive material and assure a minimum number of operators are on hand
for processing of the job. The requesting monitor and the Operations Branch
monitor will be responsible for remainuig in the computer room during pro-
cessing of the job and assure that all. printouts are removed as they are .printed.
r




will be used for processing sensitive .jobs. Upon completion of the job, anew
label identifying the tapes as sensitive and reflecting a user reel number for
future reference will be affixed to the tapes used during processing.. All input,
output, and tapes used will be given. to the requesting monitor for disposition.
After tapes .are no longer required by the requesting activity, they .will be
processed through a computer program which writes a character containing all
bits in every position of the tape or the tape will be erased using the taps
evaluator and will be returned to the CSO tape inventory..
,,-^
In case of emer enc ro ram debu m Burin a roduction run of sensitive 	 ^`+ "'^
	
g Y p g	 gg ^ g	 g P
material, contact Mr. Peter Wright, 453-3344, or Mr. Phil Anderson, 453-3342,
for assignment of a civil service programmer to perform the program checkout..
All reproduction of sensitive outputs will be the responsibility of the requesting.
activity.
Storage or transportation of sensitive information in any form will not be per-
.
formed. by computer operations contractor personnel..
a9
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PRICING Af^D COST ESTIMATING HAND300K
Prepared by
Systems Analysis .and Integration Laboratory
and
Computes: Services. Office
The information in this repo ^ •t has been reviewed for security classifi-
cation. T^e^^iew of any information concerning Department of Defense or Atomic
Z;nergy Commission programs has been made by the MSFC Security Classifica-
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